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THE COHOMOLOGY RINGS OF MODULI SPACES
OF BUNDLES OVER RIEMANN SURFACES
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The cohomology of the moduli space L(n, d) of semistable bundles of coprime rank n and degree d over a fixed Riemann surface M of genus g ~ 2
has been much studied over the last two decades, and a great deal is known
about it. It is known that the cohomology has no torsion [2], the Betti numbers
have been computed using various different methods [2, 5, 11], and a set of
generators for the cohomology ring is known [2]. The purpose of this article
is to provide a method of deciding when an expression in these generators is a
relation, and in particular, when the rank n is two, to prove two conjectures
about the relations between the generators due to Mumford and to Newstead
and Ramanan. Newstead and Ramanan conjectured that certain relations hold
among the generators, whereas Mumford conjectured that a certain set of relations is a complete set. In fact the conjecture of Newstead and Ramanan has
two parts, the first of which was proved by Gieseker in 1982 [4]. The second
part of their conjecture, which is the part examined in this article, was given an
independent proof recently by Thaddeus [19], who has a very different method
of obtaining information about the relations in the cohomology ring.
The computation of the Betti numbers of the moduli spaces L(n, d) in
[2] stimulated a general method of computing Betti numbers of quotients in
the sense of Mumford's geometric invariant theory [14] of nonsingular complex projective varieties by complex reductive group actions (see [8, 9, 10]).
Similarly the ideas applied in this article to finding generators and relations for
the cohomology rings of the moduli spaces L (n ,d) also lead to an analogous
method of obtaining generators and relations for the rational cohomology rings
of geometric invariant theoretic quotients.
The first section provides background material on the cohomology of the
moduli spaces L(n, d). In the second section, Mumford's conjecture is proved
when the rank n is two. The method could, in principle, be used to decide
whether the conjecture is true for rank n > 2 but appears to become significantly more complicated in the general case. The third section gives a method
for deciding when an expression in the generators is a relation, and the fourth
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uses this method to prove the Newstead-Ramanan conjecture. The fifth section
describes an alternative approach to proving the Newstead-Ramanan conjecture, which involves resolving the singularities of the closures of the strata used
by Atiyah and Bott in their calculations of the abelian group structure of the
cohomology of the moduli spaces. In the last section the problem of obtaining generators and relations for the cohomology rings of geometric invariant
theoretic quotients is discussed, with the actions of SL(2; C) on the spaces of
ordered and unordered n-tuples of points on the projective line used as examples. This section is independent of the material of earlier sections but is closely
analogous to some of it. Many of the arguments exactly parallel those used for
the moduli spaces L(n, d), though there are some crucial differences.
1.

THE COHOMOLOGY OF THE MODULI SPACES

L(n, d)

Let L(n, d) be the moduli space of semistable bundles of coprime rank
n and degree d over a fixed compact Riemann surface M of genus g ~ 2.
In [2] Atiyah and Bott describe a construction of L(n, d) which is closely
analogous to the construction of quotients in geometric invariant theory (cf.
[14] or §5), but which involves a space ~ and a group ~ both of which are
infinite dimensional l . In this section we shall recall how Atiyah and Bott use this
construction to give generators for the cohomology ring of L (n , d). Our aim
is to describe the relations between these generators. In fact it will be enough
to describe the relations between generators over the rationals, because Atiyah
and Bott show in [2] that the cohomology ring of L(n, d) is torsion-free.
First recall that a holomorphic vector bundle E over M is called semis table
if every holomorphic subbundle D of E satisfies
f1(D) ::; f1(E)

degree(D)
where f1(D) = rank(D) .

The bundle E over M is called stable if every proper holomorphic subbundle
D of E satisfies
p(D)

< f1(E).

When the rank and degree of E are coprime then E is stable if and only if E
is semistable.
Let iff' be a fixed COO complex vector bundle of rank n and degree dover
M. Then the space ~ of all holomorphic structures on !t' is an infinitedimensional complex affine space, and the group ~ of all COO complex automorphisms of iff' is an infinite-dimensional complex Lie group which acts on
~ . The moduli space L(n, d) can be identified with the quotient ~ss /~ of
the action of ~ on the open subset ~ss of ~ consisting of all semistable holomorphic structures on !t'. The group ~ is the complexification of the gauge
iThere are alternative constructions of the moduli spaces .ff(n, d) as genuine geometric
invariant theoretic quotients, which are in some sense finite-dimensional approximations to the
construction used by Atiyah and Bott (cf. [11]). All the arguments given in this article could be
rephrased in terms of these finite-dimensional quotient constructions.
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group :Y consisting of all COO automorphisms of ~ which are unitary with
respect to a fixed hermitian structure on ~ , and there is a natural isomorphism
H*(L(n, d); Z) ~ H;-(~ss; Z)
where Hi denotes equivariant cohomologl with respect to the quotient :Y of
:Y by its constant central U (1 )-subgroup which acts trivially on ~.
Atiyah and Bott show (see [2, Theorem 7.14]) that the restriction map
* (ro;Z
= ) ---+H~
* (=ss
H~
ro

is surjective, and since

~

;Z)

is contractible,
H';-(~ ; Z) ~ H* (B:Y; Z).

Thus generators of the cohomology ring H* (B:Y ; Z) of the classifying space
B:Y give generators of the cohomology ring of the moduli space L(n, d). The
cohomology rings of the classifying spaces B:Y and B:Y are described in [2,
§§2, 9]. The rational cohomology ring of B:Y is freely generated as a graded
commutative algebra over the rationals by elements
2r c;/<'
a r E H (B~; Z),
for 1 ~ r

~

nand 1 ~ j

b;

~

E

H 2r - I (B:Y; Z)

2g, and

J,

E

H 2r - 2(B:Y; Z)

for 2 ~ r ~ n , defined as follows.
The classifying space B:Y can be identified with the space MaPd(M, BU(n»
of all COO maps from the Riemann surface M to the classifying space of the
unitary group U(n) such that the pullback to M of the classifying bundle on
BU(n) has degree d (see [2, Proposition 2.4]). If we pull back this classifying
bundle via the evaluation map
MaPd(M, BU(n» x M

---+

BU(n)

we get a vector bundle r of rank n over B:Y x M. Since M has no torsion,
the Kunneth formula for the cohomology of a product gives
H 2r (B:Y x M; Z) ~H2r (B:Y; Z) ® HO(M; Z) tIJ H 2r - 1 (B:Y; Z)
® HI (M; Z) tIJ H 2r - 2(B:Y ; Z) ® H2 (M; Z).

Using this decomposition the rth Chern class of
cr(r) = ar ® 1 +

r

can be written as

L b; ® OJ + J, ® w

15,j9g

2Recall that if a Lie group G acts on a space X then the equivariant cohomology H~(X; Z)
of X with respect to the action of G is the ordinary cohomology of X xG EG, where EG -> BG
is the universal classifying bundle of G.
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where {a" ... ,a2g } is a fixed basis for H'(M; Z) and w is the standard

b;,

and f, which give
generator of H2(M; Z). This defines the elements ar ,
rational generators for the cohomology ring of B:§. The only relations among
these generators are that the ar and f, commute with everything and the
anticommute with each other.
We have an isomorphism
H*(B:§; Z) ~ H*(B:§; Z)

<2)

b;

H*(BU(l); Z)

induced by the fibration BU(l) -+ B:§ -+ B:§ (see [2, §9]). The rational
and f, for the cohomology ring of B:§ can be pulled back
generators ar ,
via a section of this fibration to give rational generators of the cohomology ring
of B:§. If we wish we can omit a, since its image in H* (B:§; Q) can be
expressed in terms of the other generators. The only relations among the other
generators are as above, that the ar and f, commute with everything and the
anticommute with each other.

b;,

b;

Remark 1. To obtain a set of integral generators for the cohomology rings of

B:§ and B:§ we can replace the elements 1;, ... ,f" by the Chern classes
cr(n!(W")) for r? 1 where n: B:§ x M -+ B:§ is the projection onto the first
component and n! is the direct image map in K-theory (see [2, 2.20]).

The conclusion is that when identified with its image under the surjection

the set
{a r I 2 :::; r:::; n} U {b;

I 1 :::; r:::;

n, 1 :::; j :::; 2g}

u {f, I 2 :::; r :::; n}

is a set of rational generators for the cohomology ring of the moduli space
L(n, d).
The pullback via the composition
~ss x:§ E:§

-+

~ x:§ E:§ ~ B:§

of the vector bundle W" over B:§ x M induces a :§-equivariant holomorphic
bundle on ~ss x M. Since :§ acts freely on ~ss with quotient L(n, d) and
the constant central U (1 )-subgroup of :§ acts as scalar mUltiplication on the
fibres of the pullback of W" , the associated projective bundle descends to a holomorphic projective bundle over L(n, d) x M. In fact there is a holomorphic
vector bundle V of rank n and degree dover L(n, d) x M whose associated
projective bundle is the projective bundle just described (see [2, p. 580]). This
bundle is universal in the sense that its restriction to [E] x M , where [E] is
the point of the moduli space L(n, d) represented by a semistable holomorphic bundle E of rank n and degree dover M, is isomorphic to the bundle
E. Generators a r , b;, and f, for the cohomology ring of L (n ,d) can be
obtained directly by decomposing the Chern classes of the universal bundle V
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over L(n, d) x M according to the Kiinneth decomposition. To obtain integral generators we take the Chern classes cr (1l!(V)) , where 1l now denotes the
projection of L(n, d) x M onto L(n, d).
The universal bundle V is not unique. We can tensor it by the pullback
to L(n, d) x M of any holomorphic line bundle L on L(n, d) and obtain
another bundle with the same universal property. This process changes the
generators for the cohomology ring of L(n, d); in particular, (g - 1)a l c I (1l!(V)) changes by cl(L). If we take L = det(V IL(n,d))g-1 18) (det1l!(V))-1
then ci (L) = (g - 1)a l
bundle such that

-

c i (1l!(V)) and so V
(g - 1)a l

18)

1l- I (L -I) is a new universal

= cI (1l!(V)).

We replace the universal bundle V by this normalised universal bundle (see [2,
p. 582]). At the same time we can modify the bundle rover B'§ x M by the
same process and hence still assume that the generators ar ,
and f, come
from generators of H* (B'§; Q) as above.
We are now in a position to describe the conjectures of Mumford and of
Newstead and Ramanan.
Since tensoring by a fixed holomorphic line bundle of degree e gives an
isomorphism between the moduli spaces L (n, d) and L (n , d + ne) , we may
assume that

b;,

(2g - 2)n < d < (2g - 1)n.
This implies that HI (M , E) = 0 for any semistable bundle E of rank nand
degree dover M and hence that 1l,(V) is the bundle over L(n, d) with fibre
HO(M, E) at [E]. The Riemann-Roch theorem then tells us that the rank of
this bundle is d - n(g - 1). In particular, the Chern classes cr (1l!(V)) are zero
for r > d - n(g - 1). If we express the Chern classes cr (1l!(r)) E H;('?!; Q)
in terms of the rational generators ar , b~, and f, of H;('?!; Q), then the
fact that their images in H*(L(n, d); Q) are zero if r> d - n(g - 1) gives
us relations between the corresponding generators for the cohomology ring of
L (n, d). Mumford conjectured that these relations can be used to obtain a
complete set; this conjecture will be stated more precisely and proved in the
case when the rank n is two in §2.
The other conjecture to be discussed in this paper is due to Newstead and
Ramanan. They conjectured that when the rank n is two and the degree d is
odd, the Pontryagin ring of the tangent bundle to the moduli space L(n, d)
vanishes in dimensions greater than 4(g - 1). Here the Pontryagin ring is
the subring of H*(L(n, d); Z) generated by all the Pontryagin classes of the
tangent bundle. A second part of the conjecture is that the rth Chern classes of
the moduli space vanish for r> 2(g - 1); this was proved by Gieseker in [4].
It was shown by Newstead ([16, §4, Corollary 2 to Theorem 2] or [2, p. 584])
that the Pontryagin ring is actually generated by the first Pontryagin class PI .
Moreover PI can be expressed in terms of the generators described above for
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the cohomology ring of the moduli space as

Thus to prove the conjecture it suffices to show that
2

(a l

-

g

4a 2 ) = 0

in H*(L(n, d); Q). A proof of this will be given in §4.
The relations between the rational generators ar ,
and f, are determined
by the kernel of the map

b; ,

H*(B:§; Q) ~ HW(~; Q) ~ HW(~ss; Q) ~ H*(L(n, d); Q),
which is in tum determined by the map
H;(~; Q) ~ HW(~; Q) ® H*(BU(l); Q) ~ H;(~ss; Q)
~ HW(~ss; Q) ® H*(BU(l); Q).

Our aim is to describe the kernel of this map in terms of the rational generators
ar ,
and f,.
To describe this kernel we use the stratification {~ I J.l E L} of ~ described
in [2]. This is a stratification indexed by a partially ordered set L with the
following properties.
(i) ~ is the disjoint union of the strata, and each stratum ~ is a locally
closed ~-invariant complex submanifold of finite codimension d(J.l) in ~
such that

b;,

(ii) Given any integer D there are only finitely many J.l E L satisfying
d(J.l) ~ D.
(iii) ~ss coincides with an open stratum; i.e., there exists some J.lo E L
such that ~ss = ~o .
(iv) The stratification is equivariantly perfect with respect to the action of
the gauge group :§ and its quotient ~, so that there is an isomorphism

H~(~; Q) ~

ffi H~-2d(JI.) (~ ; Q) = H~(~sS ; Q) EEl ffi H);2d(JI.) (~ ; Q)
Jl.EL

JI.-.:t=Jl.o

for all i, where d(J.l) is the complex codimension of ~ in ~, and the restriction map H;(~; Q) ~ H;(~SS; Q) corresponds under this isomorphism
to the projection onto the summand H;(~SS; Q). The isomorphism is one
of vector spaces, not one of rings, and is not canonically determined by the
stratification (this will be discussed below).
It follows from this last property of the stratification {~ I J.l E L} that
the kernel of the restriction map H;(~; Q) ---+ H;(~ss; Q) is isomorphic as a
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vector space to the direct sum

EB H~-2d(Jl) (~ ; Q).

JL'1=Jlo

(This gave Atiyah and Bott an inductive formula for computing the equivariant
Betti numbers of ~ss and thus the Betti numbers of the moduli space.) However, our aim is to describe the kernel as a subset of H;(~; Q). If Il E L
then by property (i) of the stratification, the subset
UJl =

~-

U~ = U~

V>Jl

v:lJl

is an open subset of ~ containing ~ as a closed submanifold. Thus there is
a long exact sequence (the Thom-Gysin sequence)
... -t

j-2d(Jl)

H~

=

(e>Jl; Q)

-t

j

H~(UJl;

Q)

-t

j

=

H~(UJl - roJl;

Q)

-t ....

To say that the stratification is equivariantly perfect over the rationals 3 means
that all these long exact sequences break up into short exact sequences

o

-t

j-2d(Jl)

H~

=

(e>Jl; Q)

-t

j

H~(UJl;

Q)

-t

j

=

H~(UJl - roJl;

Q)

-t

O.

The fact that the stratification is equivariantly perfect thus implies that the
restriction maps H;(~; Q) - t H;( UJl ; Q) are all surjective, and hence the
Thom-Gysin maps H~-2d(Jl)(~; Q)
H~-2d(Jl)(~; Q)

-t

-t

H~(UJl; Q) can be lifted to maps

H~(~; Q).

Lemma 1. The direct sum

EB H~-2d(Jl)(~; Q)

-t

H~(~; Q)

Jl~Jlo

of any choice of l~'ts H~-2d(Jl)(~; Q)

H~-2d(Jl)(~; Q)

-t

H~(~; Q) of the Thom-Gysin maps

H~(UJl; Q) is an isomorphism onto its image, which is the
kernel of the restriction map H~(~; Q) - t H~(~SS; Q).
-t

The proof is immediate.
The stratification is defined as follows. Any holomorphic bundle E over M
of rank n and degree d has a canonical filtration

o = Eo C

EI C ... C Es

=E

such that the quotient bundles D j = E)Ej _ 1 are semistable, and their ranks
nj and degree dj satisfy
dj/n j

> dj+l/n j + 1 if 1 ~ j < s.

3 In fact the stratification is equivariantly perfect over the integers, i.e., the Thom-Gysin
sequences of integer cohomology break up into short exact sequences, but we shall not use this
directly.
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The type 11 of E is defined to be the vector

11 = (d,/n, ' ... , ds/ns)

E

Qn

in which each d)nj = I1(D) occurs successively nj times in increasing order
of j. The bundle E is then semistable if and only if it is of type 110 where
110 = (d / n, ... , d / n ).

The indexing set ./I is the set of all possible types of holomorphic bundles of
rank n and degree d. If 11 = (11, ' ... , I1n) and A = (A, ' ... , An) belong to
./I then we say A ~ 11 if l:j:Si Aj ~ l:j:Si I1j whenever 1 :::; j < n; this defines
a partial order on ./I (see [2, 7.7]). The stratum ~ of '?f indexed by 11 E ./I
is the set of all holomorphic structures on the fixed COO bundle ~ of type 11.
Atiyah and Bott show that the stratification is equivariantly perfect by showing first of all that if
then

H;(~; Q)

S:'

Q9

':Si9

H;(n,A)('?f(n i , dY s ; Q)

where '?f(n i , d) is the space of all holomorphic structures on a fixed hermitian
vector bundle of rank n i and degree d i over M, and Jl(n i , d i ) is the gauge
group of that bundle [2, 7.12]. They then show that the image under this isomorphism of the equivariant Euler class of the normal bundle to the stratum
~ in '?f is not a zero divisor in ®':Si9H;(n"d,)('?f(ni, dY s ; Q) [2, p. 569].
This implies that the composition of the Thom-Gysin map Hi- 2d (ll) (~ ; Q)

-+

Hi( Ull ; Q) with the restriction map

H~( Ull ; Q)

-+

H~(~ ; Q)

is injective (the composition is just multiplication by the equivariant Euler class
of the normal bundle), and hence that the Thom-Gysin maps themselves are
injective.
We shall need to calculate the equivariant Euler class of the normal bundle
to the stratum ~ in '?f in terms of the set of generators

U ({a; I 1 :::; r :::; nJ U {b;,j I 1 :::; r :::; ni , 1 :::; j :::; 2g} U {f: I 2 :::; r :::; nJ)

, :Si:Ss

for ®':Si:SS H;(n, ,d,)('?f(n j , dY s ; Q) corresponding to the generators for
H;('?f; Q) defined as above. The important case for our purposes is when
n i = 1 for each i.

= (d" ... ,dn) E./I where d, > d 2 > ... > d n .
Then the equivariant Euler class

Lemma 2. Suppose that 11

ef1 E

Q9

, :Si:Sn

=

*
ss
Hg;(, , d)(v(l,d)
i
1

;Q)
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of the normal bundle in C?f to the stratum ~ can be expressed in terms of the
generators
{a: 11::; i::; n} U {b:,j 11::; i::; n, 1::; j::; 2g}
of ®19::s;n H;(I ,d;l(C?f(l , dY s ; Q) as
II(a{ _a:)d;-dj-I((a{ -a:)g -((j(a{ -a:)g-I
]>1

+ (e i ,j)2(a j _ai )g-2+ ... + (-ei,j)g)
2!
1
1
g!
where

ei,j

=

L

(b{'k - b:,k)(b{'k+ g - b:,k+ g).

l::S;k::S;g

Proof The fibre at E

E ~ of the normal bundle to the stratum ~ in C?f can
be identified in a natural way with

HI(M, End" E)
where End E is the bundle of hoi omorphic endomorphisms of E and
End" E = End E / End' E
is the quotient of End E by its subbundle consisting of the endomorphisms
which preserve the canonical filtration

o = Eo C

EI C ... C Es

=E

(see [2, p. 566]). The isomorphism

® H;(n; .d;)(C?f(n i , di)ss; Q) ~ H;C~fj; Q)

19::S;s

used by Atiyah and Bott is induced by the map

II

l::S;i9

C?f(n i , d)sS

-+

~

that sends a sequence of semistable bundles (D l , ... ,Ds) to the direct sum
Dl E9 ... E9 Ds' If E is of the form Dl E9 ..• E9 Ds then the bundle End" E is
EBi<j D; ® Dj' so
i l (M, Di* ®D).
H 1(M, End"
E)f= f
WH

i<j

Moreover, HO(M, End" E) = 0, so in terms of K-theory the normal bundle to
the stratum ~ in C?f is

-7r!( $~* ®~),
1<]
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d

dY

s x
where ~ is the universal bundle on Cj5'(ni' i ) and 1C : I1 1<i<s Cj5'(ni'
s is the projection on the first component. In the case
M --+ I1 1<i<s Cj5'(ni'
under consKteration, S = n and the universal bundles ~, . .. , ~ are all line
bundles.
We want to find the equivariant Euler class (i.e., the equivariant top Chern
class) of -1C!(~* ® 'Pj) when i < j . If we let ch denote the equivariant Chern
character then by the Riemann-Roch theorem

dY

ch(1C!(~* ®

'Pj)) =

1C* {ch(~*

® 'Pj)(1 - gw)}

where g = g - 1 and w is the natural generator of H2(M, Z). In terms of
the generators
{a: 11 :::; i:::; n} U {b:,j 11 :::; i:::; n, 1 :::; j :::; 2g}

of ®19~n H;(I ,di )(Cj5'(I,

Therefore

ch(~* ® 'Pj) = e ai - a;

dYs ; Q)

(1 +

we have

L

(b{'k - b;,k) ® a k + (~j,j + d j - dj)W) ,

l~k9g

so
Thus
ch (

-1C! (

$~* ® 'Pj))
J>I

=

~ea{-a:(dj -

d j + g _ ~j,j).

J>I

Now let Al ' ... ,Ag be the roots of the equation
g

x -x

g-I

1 g-2

+-2x

(-I)j g-j
J.

-···+-.-,-x

(-I)g

+"'+--,-=0.
g.

Let s, = LI<k< A~ and let (J, be the rth elementary symmetric polynomial in
- -g
AI'''' ,Ag' Then (J, = l/r!, and so from Newton's formula (see [13, p. 195])

we obtain
SI =(JI =

S2

1,

= 1 - 1 = 0,

and by induction

s,

= ((-1)

,+1

,

rlr!) + ((-1) I(r - I)!) = 0
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for 2 S; r S; g. Since (~i,j)g+, = 0 for each i and j, we have

L

e-V:.;,j =g_~i,j,

'~k~g

and hence

Since d i > d j when j > i , this means that the Euler class ep. is given by

ep' = II(a{ _a~)d;-dj-'
j>i

II

(-).k~i,j +a{ -a;)

'~k~g

or equivalently by

ep' = II(a{ - a;)d;-dj - ' ((a{ - a;l- ~i,j(a{ - a;)g-, + ... +

(-~;;j)g)

]>1

as required. 0

Remark 2. Now suppose more generally that f..l = (d,ln" ... ,dslns) is an
element of vii not necessarily satisfying nj = 1 for all j, and let
ep'

E

H;(~; Q) ~

®

H;(n; ,d;l(~(ni' d/ s ; Q)

'~i~s

be the equivariant Euler class of the normal bundle to the stratum ~ in ~.

It was shown in the proof of Lemma 2 that in terms of K -theory this normal

bundle is

-n,( $~* 0~),
1<]

where ~ is the universal bundle on ~(ni' d i ) and n : I1'<i<s ~(ni' dY s x
M ---- I1'<i<s ~(ni' dY s is the projection on the first component. In order to
calculate the Euler class ep. we formally write

e
. d
'
where the a,i ,e ' hi," e k ,an d d i 'are
m
etermmates
suc h t h at t h e rth Chern
class
Cr(~=a~+
h;,j0a j +f,w

L

'~j~2g

of

~

is given by the rth elementary symmetric polynomial in the expressions

i,e

a,

2g
""hi,e,k,o,

+~,

k='

~ak+

di,e

W
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when 1 :::; r:::; n i . Using the Riemann-Roch theorem as in the proof of Lemma
2, it follows that the Chern character of the normal bundle to the stratum ~
in ~ is given by

L L

L

ea{m-a;,1 (di,l - cj,m

+g

- c;::~)

j>i l::;t:::;nj I:::;m:::;n j

where

;:i,j =
"'l,m

""' (bj,m,k _ bi,l,k)(bj,m,k+g _ bi,l,k+g)
~

I:::;k:::;g

I

I

I

I '

Formally we can write this Chern character as LI:::;q:::;d(Il) ehq where
d(/l)

=

L

I:::;i<j:::;s

djn i - din j

is the rank of the normal bundle to the stratum

L

(h q)' =

L L

L

+ ninjg
~

in

~

and

(a{'m - a:,l)'(i,l - cj,m

j>i I:::;l:::;n j I:::;m:::;n j

;:i,j (j,m
- r"'l, m a l

-

+g

- c;::~)

i,l),-I

al

when 1 :::; r :::; d(/l). The Euler class ell = ITI:::;q:::;d(Il) hq can then be expressed,
by using the general identities relating elementary symmetric polynomials and
sums of powers given in the proof of Lemma 2, in terms of the sums

L L

L

(a{'m_a:,l)'(di,l_cj,m+g+c;::~)+rc;::~(a{'m_a:,l/-I,

j>i I:::;l:::;nj I:::;m:::;n j

which can in turn be expressed in terms of the generators
H;(ni,di/~(ni' dY s ; Q).
2.

a;, b;

,j ,

and 1, of

PROOF OF MUMFORD'S CONJECTURE

In this section we shall prove Mumford's conjecture in the case when the
rank n is two. Mumford conjectured that a certain set of relations among
the generators for the cohomology ring H*(L(n, d); Q) described in the last
section is complete. First we must give a precise description of this set of
relations.
We may assume as in the last section without any loss of generality that
(2g - 2)n

<d <

(2g - 1)n.

Since d and n are coprime and n = 2 this forces the degree to be d = 4 g - 3 .
We noted that then HI (M, E) = 0 for any semistable bundle E of rank 2
and degree dover M. This means that if V is the normalised universal bundle over L(2, d) x M described in the last section and 7r : L(2, d) x M ---+
L(2, d) is the projection onto the first component then 7r!(V) is a bundle
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over L(2, d) with fibre ~(M, E) at [E). By the Riemann-Roch theorem the rank of this bundle is d - 2(g - 1) = 2g - 1. In particular, the
Chern classes c,(1l!(V)) are zero for r ~ 2g. If we express the Chern classes
c,(1l!(r)) E H;C~; Q) in terms of the rational generators a"
and f,
of H;(~; Q), then the fact that their images in H*(L(n, d); Q) are zero if
r ~ 2g gives us relations between the corresponding generators for the cohomology ring of L(n, d). But we can get more information if we recall from
[2, §9) that the cohomology ring H* (L(2, d) ; Q) is isomorphic to the tensor product of the cohomology ring of the Jacobian of the Riemann surface
M with the cohomology ring H* (Lo(2, d) ; Q) of the moduli space Lo(2, d)
of bundles of rank 2 and degree d and fixed determinant line bundle. The
cohomology ring H;(~; Q) is freely generated as a graded commutative Qalgebra by the elements a"
and !,. The cohomology ring of the Jacobian is an exterior algebra on 2g generators, and the generators can be chosen
g
so that under this isomorphism they correspond to the elements
of H* (L(2, d) ; Q), while the elements a" a2 , b~, and 1; correspond to
generators of H* (Lo(2, d) ; Q). Therefore we can obtain relations among
the images in the cohomology ring H* (L(2, d) ; Q) of the rational generab~, and 1; of H;(~; Q) if we express the Chern classes
tors a" a2 ,
c,(1l!(r)) E H;(~; Q) for r ~ 2g in terms of these generators and then
for any subset
equate to zero the coefficients (in the obvious sense) of TI jES
S of {I , ... ,2g}. Of course we could equivalently express the Chern classes
c,(1l!(r)) E H;(~; Q) for r ~ 2g in terms of a" a2 ,

b:,

b:,

b:, ... ,b:

bi,

bi

bi,

g

..

and 2/2 - 'L..t"
" bi bi + g
j='

bi

and again equate to zero the coefficients of TI jES
for any subset S of
{I , ... , 2g} ; this will be more convenient. The reason is that if l5 E L - {.uo}
the restriction map
is given by

and

1; ...... l52a:

+l5,a~

g

+ Lb:,jb~,j+g +b~,jb:,j+g.
j='

bi '

L;=,

This means that the restrictions of a, ' a2 , 2b~ - a,
and 21; b{ b{+g
can all be expressed in terms of a: ' ai, and b:,j - bi,j . Thus given the restriction x J to H;(~; Q) of x E H;(~ ; Q) , it is easy to work out the restrictions
of the coefficients of TI jES b{ in x for any subset S of {I, . .. , 2g} ; simply
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I1jEs (b:,j + b:,j)
b:,j + b:,j , and b:,j -

take the coefficients of

in the unique expression for

Xo

in

terms of a: ' a:,
b:,j .
We shall prove Mumford's conjecture in the following form.
Theorem 1. The set .911 of relations obtained in this way, together with the relation (g - 1)a 1 = c1(1l!Cr)) due to the normalisation of the universal bundle
V , is a complete set of relations among the rational generators ai' a2 , b{, b~,
and f2 of H*(L(2, d); Q).
In fact we shall prove an equivalent statement, which is that the ideal of the
equivariant cohomology ring

generated by .911 is the kernel of the restriction map
H;(<(j; Q) ~ H;(<(jsS ; Q).

We know that .911 is contained in the kernel; therefore, we shall be able to use
the following proposition.
Recall that if Il E L then e", E H;(~; Q) is the equivariant Euler class
of the normal bundle to the stratum ~ in «j. Recall also that the stratum
indexed by Ilo = (d / n, . .. ,d / n) is the semistable stratum «jss .
Proposition 1. Let .911 be a subset of the kernel of the restriction map
H;(<(j; Q) ~ H;(<(jss; Q).

Suppose that for each Il E L - {Ilo} there is a subset .911", of .911 such that the
image of the ideal generated by .911", under the restriction map
H;(<(j; Q) ~ H;(~ ; Q)

is zero unless jl ~ Il and is the ideal of H;(~; Q) generated by the Euler class
e", if jl = Il· Then .911 generates the kernel of the restriction map

as an ideal in H;(<(j; Q) .
Proof Recall that if Il ELand U", = «j the Thom-Gysin map

Uv >", ~

then the composition of

H;-2d(",) (~ ; Q) ~ H;( U", ; Q)

with the restriction map
H;(U",; Q) ~ H;(~; Q)

is given by multiplication by the Euler class e"" which is not a zero-divisor
in H;(~; Q). It then follows easily from the exactness of the Thom-Gysin
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sequence
... -+

*-2d(IJ)

H~

(e>IJ; Q)
(2;>

-+

*

H~(UIJ;

Q)

-+

*

H~(UIJ

- e>IJ; Q)
(2;>

-+ ...

that the direct sum of restriction maps
H;( UIJ ; Q)

-+

H;(~ ; Q) EB H;( UIJ - ~ ; Q)

is injective. In particular, since for given i ~ 0 there are only finitely many
v E vi such that 2dv :5 i, we can deduce that the direct sum of restriction
maps
H;(UIJ - ~; Q)

EBH;(~; Q)
vlIJ
is injective, and hence that the image of any element of the ideal generated by
!lfIJ under the restriction map
H;(~; Q)

-+

-+

H;(UIJ - ~; Q)

is zero.
Suppose now, in order to obtain a contradiction, that rt E H;(~; Q) belongs
to the kernel of the restriction map
H;(~; Q)

-+

H;(~ss; Q)

but does not belong to the ideal in H;(~; Q) generated by !If. Since for
given i ~ 0 there are only finitely many Il E vi such that 2dIJ :5 i, we
can choose Il E vi such that the image of rt in H;( UIJ ; Q) does not belong
to the image of the ideal generated by !If but such that the image of rt in
H;( J jl - ~ ; Q) does belong to the image of the ideal generated by !If. Without loss of generality we can assume that the image of rt in H;( UIJ - ~ ; Q)
is zero. Therefore by the exactness of the Thom-Gysin sequence there is an element , of H;-2d(:l)(~; Q) which is mapped to the image of rt in H;(UIJ ; Q)
by the Thom-Gysin map
H*-2d(IJ)(~ . Q)
~
IJ'

-+

H* (U . Q)
~

IJ'

•

This means that the image of rt under the restriction map
H;(~; Q)

-+

H;(~ ; Q)

is eIJ'. By hypothesis there is an element p of the ideal generated by !lfIJ
whose image under the restriction map
H;(~; Q)

-+

H;(~ ; Q)

is also eIJ '. Since the images of p and rt in H;(UIJ - ~; Q) are both zero
and we have shown that the direct sum of restriction maps
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IS mjective, it follows that the images of p and " in H;(UIl ; Q) are the
same. This contradicts the choice of J.l, and thus completes the proof of the
proposition. 0

In the case when the rank n is two the indexing set L of the stratification is
simply the set of vectors J.l = (d l ' d2 ) where d l and d2 are integers satisfying
d l > d2 and d l + d2 = d. The stratum ~ then has codimension d l - d2 +

a:

a; , b:'

g - 1 and its equivariant cohomology ring has generators
and
and
and b;,k for 1 :::; k :::; 2g.
In order to be able to apply the last proposition we need the next result.

k

Proposition 2. The restriction to H;(~; Q) of the rth Chern class c,(1l,CV'»
is the coefficient of x' in the power series expansion of
)
1 d I -g (1+a 2x)2
d -g
C;2 X
(1+a1x)
exp (C; 1x +-.:........,.1
1 +a:x
1 +aix
bi,kbi,k+g fi
-g = g - 1 and"'i) =: "
h
were
LI~k~g 1
1
or l. = 1 , 2.
Proof First note that by the Riemann-Roch theorem

ch(1l,(V» = 1l* {ch(V)(l - gw)}
where w is the natural generator of H2(M, Z). The restriction to H;(~; Q)
of the Chern character ch(V) is

Therefore the restriction to H;(~; Q) of ch(1l,(V» is
I

e al (C;I

+ dl -

g)

2

+ e al (C;2 + d 2 -

g).

To obtain the Chern classes c,(E) of a bundle E of ranlc
character ch(E) we express the Chern character formaJ1~ as
ch(E) =

:l

from its Chern

m

L

e"lk ,

k=1

where each Yk has degree two, and then c,(E) is the rth elementary symmetric
polynomial in Y1 , ••• , Ym . Equivalently we can write
m

m

,=1

,=1

L c,(E)x' = IT (1 + Y,x').
The Chern character is additive with respect to direct sums, whereas
L~I c,(E)x' satisfies the multiplicative property
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(~2)g+1 ,

g

L:iA

k=1

for j = 1 , 2, where the rth elementary symmetric polynomial (Jr in AI ' ... ,Ag
is (Jr = l/r!. Since the restriction of the universal bundle r on ~ x M to ~
(where ~ is identified with ~ x {m} for some m E M) has Chern character
,

ea ,
~

2

+ e a , , the direct sum of k copies of this restriction with the restriction to
of n!(r) has Chern character
,

e a , (k

+ dl

2

-

g + ~I) + e a , (k + d2 - g + ~2)·

If we choose k large enough that

then this is equal to

so the corresponding Chern classes are the coefficients of

which equals
(1

)k+d
+ a lIx )k+d,-g(1 + a 2
lx

2-

g

exp (~IXI

1 + alx

+ ~2.X2)·
1 + alx

By the multiplicative property of ~:I cr(E)x r it follows that
i d -g
2 d -g
L..."cr(n!r)X r
=(I+a
exp (~IX1 + ~2X)
2
l x)' (l+a l x)2
r~1
1 +alx
1 +alx

'"'

as required.

0

Consider the formal power series
<I>(X)

=

L: cr(n!(r))x r
r~O

with coefficients in H;(~; Q). The statement that the image of cr(n!(r)) in
the cohomology ring H* (L(2, d) ; Q) is zero if r 2: 2g is of course equivalent
to the statement that the restriction of the coefficients of <I>(x) to
H* (L (2, d) ; Q) gives a polynomial of degree at most 2g - 1 in x, and hence
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also to the statement that the restriction to H* (oL (2, d) ; Q) of
\f(x) = X 2g - 1<l>(X -1)

is a polynomial of degree at most 2g - 1 in x. As a l /2 is an element
of H;(~; Q) this is also equivalent to the statement that the restriction to
H*(oL(2, d); Q) of

is a polynomial of degree at most 2g - 1 in x.
Recall that d l + d 2 = d = 4g - 3 so that we may define a nonnegative integer
D and an element p of H;(~; Q) by

P=

1

(a l

-

2

a l )/2

and
Then
and

d2

= - D + 2g -

2.

Corollary 1. The restriction of \f(x - ad2) to H;(~; Q) is
(x

+ p) g+D (x -

p) g-D exp (~l
-x+p

+ -~2)
- .
x-p

Proof. This follows immediately from the last proposition and the fact that the
+
0
restriction to H;(~; Q) of l is

a a: ai.

Next note that (~l)g+l = 0 = (~2)g+1 and we can express
(x

+ p)g+D (x _

p)g-D exp

(~ + ~)

= t(X2 _ p2)i-D-k(x

x+P

x-p

+ p)2D+l (~l (x - P) :!~2(X + p))k

k=O

uniquely in the form

T=-OO

for some a~ and r: in H;(~; Q). Moreover, as p2 is the restriction to
H;(~; Q) of ((a l )2

-

4a 2 )/2 we can equate the formal Laurent series
\f(x - a l /2)
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to a unique series of the form

g-'

L

'=-00

a,

(a, + .,x)(x2 + a2 - (a,)2/ 4)'

a;

for some
and " in H;(~; Q) whose restrictions to H;(~; Q) are
and .~ , respectively. We can go further and write a, and " uniquely in the
form

a,

=

and

',=

L

a"s

L

'"sIIb{

S<;{' , ... ,2g}

S<;{' , ... ,2g}

II b{

jES

jES

where a"s and "'s belong to the subring of H;(~; Q) generated by a, ' a2 ,
2b~ - a, b{ , and 21; b{ b{+g . The relations given by the statement that
the restriction to L(2, d) of '¥(x - a,/2) is a polynomial of degree at most
2g - 1 in x with coefficients in H* (L(2, d); Q) are equivalently given by
the statement that the images in H*(L(2, d); Q) of a"s and "'s are zero
for each S ~ {I , . .. , 2g} if r < 0 .
We have already observed at the beginning of this section that the images a;,s
and <s of a"s and r"s in H;(~; Q) are the coefficients of
2
b2 ,j).m a,f1. an d " f1. expressed m
. terms 0 fa"
' a"2 b"j
jES (b ,"j +,
, + b, ,j '

:L;=,

n

and b:,j - bi,j .
If g ~ k ~ 2g then, since (e,)g+, = 0 = (e2)g+, , there is a factor of
(x2 _ p2)k- g

in (e, (x - p) + e2(x + p))k. Hence the lowest power of (x 2 - p2) occurring
in
is at least
g-D-k+k-g= -D-l.

In other words

a; = 0 =.~

if

r< - D -

1.

In order to calculate a~D_' and '~D-' we set
(x

+ p)2D+,+g-k+ g =

,=

(x 2 _ p2)q(X)

+ I1 X + ,

for some q(x) E H;(~ ; Q)[x] and 11 and , in H;(~; Q). A simple calcu11 P and
lation shows that
(x

+ P) 2D+g-k+g = (x -

P)q(x)

+ 11,
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'1 = (2p)2D+2 g-k . This means that if g ~ k ~ 2g then
(X2 _ p2)K-D-k(X

+ p)2D+I(e l (x _

P) +e2(x

+ p))k

can be expressed as
(X2 _ p2)-D-I(e l /- g{e2)g (: ) (2p)2 g-k+2D(X + P)

+ higher powers of (x 2"_ p2).
Therefore

and

-prll-D-I·

all

-D-I -

Recall that

e= L

b;,ib;,j+g

j

I~i~g

for i = 1, 2; in particular
2g
(e2)g = (-1)g(g-I)/2 g !IT b~,i.
i=1
2 . 2

Therefore as (bl,J) = 0 for all j we have
(e l )k- g(e2)g

where

e= L

= ek- g(e2)g

(b~,i - b: ,i)(b~,i+g - b: ,i+g).

I~i~g

Note that the restriction of b{ E H;('?f; Q) to H;(~; Q) is b: ,i + bi,i and
that H;(~; Q) is freely generated as a graded commutative algebra over the
2,i' an d bl,i
"
1s b y a 1+
2 a I - ai'
2 bl,i
+ bI
bI2,i . We can wn"te
rat lOna
ai'
I
I
l
l
2g
(e2)g = (-I)g(g-I)/2 g ! r 2g IT«b:,i +b~,i)+(b~,i _b:,i)),
i=1

· .
so sub stltutmg
r~D_1

2P =

a lI

-

a 2l we get
2g 2g

= (-1 )g(g-I)/2 2-2 g L

IT «b: ,i + b~,i) + (b~ ,i -

k=gi=1

b: ,i))
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The coefficient of I1~!1 (b:,j + b~,j) in this expression is
( -1 )g(g-I)/22-2g( a lI

_

a 2)2D((
a lI
l

_

;:( I
a 2)g
l + ~ al

_

a 2)g-1
+
l

...

')
+ ~;:g/ g.,

and by Lemma 2 this is precisely
(-1 )g(g+I)/2 2 -2 g ell.

Similarly for any subset S of {I , ... , 2g} the coefficients of
II(b:,j +b;,j)
jES

in the expression given above for T~D_I and the corresponding expression for
a~D_I = PT~D_I are, up to constants independent of Il,
ell

II (b Il,j -

b2,j)
I

an d

(2

I) II(bl,j
I

ell a l - a l

j~S

-

b I2,j) •

j~S

-a:

Since H;(~; Q) is generated by the elements a~
and b:,j - b~,j for
1 ~ j ~ 2g together with the image of the restriction map

which contains (a~ - a:)2 , it follows that the conditions of Proposition 2 are
satisfied, and hence the proof of Mumford's conjecture is complete.

Remark 3. This method for proving Mumford's conjecture when the rank n is
two could, in principle, be used to decide whether the conjecture is true for rank
n > 2, but the problem appears significantly more complicated in the general
case.

3.

WHICH EXPRESSIONS IN THE GENERATORS ARE RELATIONS?

b;,

This section contains a method for determining when a polynomial expression in the rational generators ar ,
and f, for the cohomology ring of the
4
moduli space L(n, d) is a relation when the rank n is two. We shall start
by discussing the general case when n ~ 2 .
Consider the subset ~ of the indexing set L consisting of those elements
Il = (Ill' ... ,Iln ) in L satisfying III > 112 > ... > Il n • Equivalently ~
is the set of all J = (J I , ... ,In) E Zn satisfying J I + ... + I n = d and
40f course Mumford's conjecture tells us that such an expression is a relation if and only if it
belongs to the ideal generated by the set of relations g; described in §2, but in practice it is difficult
to decide whether or not a given expression belongs to this ideal.
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£5 1 > £52 > ... > £5n . We shall show firstly that the direct sum of restriction maps

H;(rtJ' ; Q) ~

EB H;(~ ; Q)

OEd

is injective, and secondly that at least when the rank n is two there is a dek for the cohomology rings
scription, in terms of the rational generators a{ ,
H;(~ ; Q), of the image under this injection of the kernel of the restriction
map H;(rtJ'; Q) ~ H;(rtJ'ss; Q). Since the images under the restriction maps

bi'

of the rational generators ar , b:, and f, for the cohomology ring H;(rtJ'; Q)
can be written down explicitly in terms of the generators a{ , b{,k (see the proof
of Proposition 3), this gives us a way to determine when n = 2 which polynomials in the generators lie in the kernel of the restriction map H;(rtJ'; Q) ~
H;(rtJ'ss; Q) and hence which polynomials are relations in H* (.41 (n , d) ; Q) .
Proposition 3. The direct sum of restriction maps

H;(rtJ'; Q) ~

EB H;(~ ; Q)

OEd

is injective.
Proof Since the only relations between the generators ar , b~, and f, for
H;(rtJ' ; Q) are that the ar and f, commute with everything and the b~ anticommute with each other, a general element T of H;(rtJ'; Q) can be expressed
uniquely in the form
m(p, q, s)

T=

n

r=1

PE.9 , qE~ , sE,Y'

n

2g

n

II (arl' II II(b;)q"j II(f,)s,
r=1 j=1

r=2

where g;, r2', and .9 are the sets of sequences p
(PI' ... ,Pn ), q =
(ql,I' ... , qn,2g)' and s = (S2"" ,sn) of nonnegative integers such that
qr,j, = 0 or 1 for each rand j, and where m(p, q, s) E Q for each p E
g;, q E r2', s E .9. Let us assume that the restriction of T to H;(~; Q) is
zero for every £5 E ~. We need to show that T = O.
In terms of the generators
a~ and b:' I , ... , b~' 2g for H;(~; Q)
the restriction map

a: ' ... ,

H;(rtJ'; Q) ~ H;(~ ; Q)
is determined by equating the coefficients of powers of x in two polynomials,
the first of which is
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and the second of which is the restriction to H;(~ x M; Q) of

This means that if a;(xj ) denotes the rth elementary symmetric polynomial
in n variables XI' .•. ,xn then the restriction of T to H;(~; Q) is

We are assuming that this is zero for every <5 E d. Since the only relations
between the generators a:, ... ,a~ and b:' I , ... , b~' 2g for H;(~; Q) are
that the a~ commute with everything and the b~' j anticommute with each
other, the expression above can be written uniquely as a linear combination of
monomials of the form
(a~)"l ... (a~)"n(b:' I)Vl.l

•••

(b~,2g)vn.2g

whose coefficients are rational polynomials in <5 1 , ••• , <5n • Since the restriction
of T to H;(~; Q) is zero for every <5 Ed, these polynomials vanish whenever
(<5 1 , ... , <5n ) E d. At this point we need a lemma whose proof will be deferred
until later.

Lemma 3. Let ¢(x l

whenever (<5 1 ,

, •••

,xn ) E C[x i

••• , <5n ) E Zn

' ••.

,xn ] be a polynomial such that

satisfies

<5 1 + ... + <5n = d

and <5 1 > <52 > ... > <5n •

Then ¢(<51 , ••• ,<5n ) = 0 whenever <5 1 ,
<5 1 + ... + t5n = d.

•••

,<5n are complex numbers satisfying

Given this lemma it follows that we can formally substitute <5n = 0, a~ = 0,
and b ~ ,j = 0 for 1 ::; j ::; 2g in the expression for the restriction of T above
and obtain zero whenever <5 1 + ... + <5n _ 1 = d. This substitution gives us the

same result as substituting an = 0, In = 0, and b~ = 0 for 1 ::; j ::; 2g in T
and replacing n by n - 1 . By induction on n it follows that this substitution
in T gives zero. Therefore since the only relations between the generators a"
and f, for H;('~; Q) are that the a, and f, commute with everything

b; ,
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b; anticommute with each other, r

must be of the form

2g

r = anw

+ Lb~Yj + J"z
j=l

for some w, Yj , Z E H;(~; Q). Now making the substitutions a~ = 0 and
b~,j = 0 for 1 :s j :s 2g without the substitution c5n = 0, we find that the result
of these substitutions in the restriction of z to H;(~; Q) is zero. Arguing as
above we find that z must be of the form
2g
Z = an W + L b~Yj + In 2
j=l

for some W, Yj' 2 E H;(~; Q). It follows that by modifying wand the Yj
we can assume
2g
r = anw + Lb~Yj + (1,,)2 2 ,
j=l

and continuing to repeat the argument we find that by modifying wand the

Yj we can assume

2g

r = an w

+ L b~yj
j=l

for some w, Yj E H;(~; Q). Next we make the substitutions a~ = 0 and
b~,j = 0 for 1 :s j :s 2g - 1 without the substitutions c5n = 0 and b~,2g = 0
and find that the result of making these substitutions in Y2g is zero, so that b:,
the argument above
2g
Y2g = anw +
b~Yj

L

j=l

for some W, Yj E H;(~; Q). Thus by modifying w a!"" ... the Yj for 1 :s j <
2g we can assume
2g-1
~ bj
fb2g 2
r=anw+ ~ nYj+' n) Y2g
j=l

and repetition of the argument enough times tells us that we can assume
r =

an w +

2g-1

L

j=l

b~yF

Continuing this process we eventually find that r is of the form r = an w for
some w E H;(~; Q). It then follows that the restriction of w to H;(~; Q)
is zero for every c5 E ~ , and hence by induction on the degree of r that w = 0 .
Therefore r = 0 as required.
It remains to prove Lemma 3.
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Proof of Lemma 3. Define a polynomial q in n - 1 variables by
q(X1 ,··· ,Xn_I)=P(X1 ,··· ,Xn_l,d-XI-···-Xn_I)·

What we need to prove is that if q(J I
J n-I are integers satisfying

' ••• ,

I n _ l ) vanishes whenever J 1 ,

••• ,

J I >J2 > ... >Jn-I >d-J I - ... -Jn-I'
then q vanishes identically. The proof is by induction on n; when n = 1 there
is nothing to prove.
Suppose that n :::: 2. Choose integers J 2 , ••• , I n _ 1 satisfying
J2 > J3 > ... > I n _ 1
and consider the polynomial q(X, J 2 , ••• , I n_ l ) in X. If n = 2 this vanishes at X = J1 whenever J1 is an integer satisfying J1 > d - J1 , and if
n > 2 it vanishes at X = J 1 whenever J 1 is an integer satisfying J 1 > J2 and
Jn-I > d - J I - J2 - ... - Jn-I ' that is, J I > d - J2 - ... - Jn-2 - 2Jn-I .
In each case there are infinitely many such integers J 1 , so the polynomial
q(X, J 2 , ... , I n_ l ) must vanish identically. Therefore given any J 1 E C, the
polynomial
vanishes at (J2 , ••• , I n ) whenever J2 , •.. , I n are integers satisfying J2 >
J 3 > ... > I n _ l • It follows by induction that q,j vanishes identically for any
1
J 1 E C. This completes the proof of Lemma 3 and hence also of Proposition

3.

0

o

Next note that it follows from Proposition 2 that the relation
(g - l)a l

= c1 (1l,(V))

in H*(L(n, d); Q) can be rewritten in terms of the generators a"

f, as

(g - l)a l = (d - g

+ l)a l

-

1; +

L

b;, and

b~b~+g

I~k~g

or equivalently
(d - 2g

+ 2)a l

=

1; -

L

b~b~+g.

I~k~g

b;,

Recall that this means that a polynomial in the rational generators a"
and f, for the cohomology ring H;('~; Q) is a relation in H* (L (n , d) ; Q)
precisely when it lies in the sum of the ideal generated by
(d - 2g

+ 2)a l

-

1; +

L
I~k~g

b~b~+g
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and the kernel of the restriction map H;(!fJ; Q) -> H;(!fJ ss ; Q). It therefore
follows from Proposition 3 that in order to d,etermine whether a polynomial in
the rational generators a" b;, and I, for the cohomology ring H;(!fJ; Q) is
a relation in H*(L(n, d); Q), it suffices to know whether its image under the
direct sum of restriction maps
H;(!fJ; Q)

->

E9 H;(~ ; Q)
JEA

is contained in the image of the sum of the ideal generated by
(d - 2g

+ 2)a l

L

J; +

-

b~b~+g

I~k~g

and the kernel of the restriction map H;(!fJ; Q) -> H;(!fJ ss ; Q). Moreover,
we have already seen in the proof of Proposition 3 how to write down explicitly
the image in H;(~; Q) of any such polynomial expression
n

L

m(p, q, s)

n

n

II(a,l' II II(b;)q"j II(1,/'.

,=1

pE9' ,qE($' ,SE.9'

2g

,=1 j=1

,=2

Thus it suffices to determine explicitly the image in EBJEA H;(~; Q) of the
kernel of the restriction map H;(!fJ; Q) -> H;(!fJ ss ; Q).
Recall further that from Lemma 1 that the Thom-Gysin maps

H~-2d(Jl) (~ ; Q)
can be lifted to maps H~-2d(Jl)(~; Q)

->

->

H~( UJl ; Q)

H~(!fJ; Q) and that the direct sum

E9 H~-2d(Jl) (~ ; Q)

->

H~(!fJ; Q)

Jl'f=Jlo

of any choice of such lifts is an isomorphism onto its image, which is the kernel
of the restriction map H~(!fJ; Q) -> H~(!fJss; Q). This means that our task
will be complete if we can describe explicitly the compositions
H,j-2d(Jl)(~ .
~

Jl'

Q)

->

H,j (%: . Q)

of some suitably chosen lifts H~-2d(Jl) (~ ; Q)
maps H~-2d(Jl)(~; Q)

->

~

->

15'

H~(!fJ ; Q) of the Thom-Gysin

H~(UJl; Q) with the restriction maps

This is done in the case when the rank n is two by the next three propositions.
Note also that when the rank n is two then Ll = L - {.uo} .
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"l Ii then the composition
H~-2d(P)(~; Q) ~ H~(~; Q)

of any choice of lift H~-2d(P) (~ ; Q) ~ H~C~; Q) of the Thom-Gysin map
H~-2d(p)(~; Q) ~ H~(Up; Q) with the restriction maps

H~(%,; Q) ~ H~(~ ; Q)
is zero.
Proof Since ~ is contained in Up - ~ , the composition factors through the
composition of two maps in a Thom-Gysin sequence. It is therefore zero because Thom-Gysin sequences are exact. 0
Proposition 5. If

~ =

Ii then the composition

H~-2d(p) (~ ; Q) ~ H~(~ ; Q)

of any choice of lift H~-2d(P)(~; Q) ~ H~W!; Q) of the Thom-Gysin map
H~-2d(p) (~ ; Q) ~ H~( Up; Q) with the restriction maps

H~(%,; Q) ~ H~(~ ; Q)
is multiplication by the equivariant Euler class ep of the normal bundle to
in %'.

~

Proof The result comes from chasing through the definition of the Thom-Gysin
map. 0
Remark 4. Recall from Lemma 2 of §1 that when the rank n is two the equivariant Euler class ep is given by the expression
( 2_

al

l)dt-d2-1((2_

al

al

where
C; =

l)g_;:(2_

al

L

..

al

I)g-I

al

l)g-2+ ...
(-C;)g)
+ (C;)2(2_
2'. a l a l
+
,
g.

(b~,k - b: ,k)(b~,k+g - b: ,k+ g).

19~9

a;

b;

Recall that the only relations satisfied by the generators
and
,j of the
commute with everything and the
cohomology ring H;(~; Q) are that the

b;

a;

,j anticommute with each other. Note also that any symmetric polynomial
in a: and ai can be expressed uniquely as a polynomial in the elementary
'1 s a lI + a 2l an d a l12
'1'10 a lI an d
. po1ynomla
a l an d t h at any po1ynomla
symmetrIc

ai can be expressed uniquely as p + (a: - ai)q where p and q are symmetric.
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Therefore any c

c=

'"

I

~

S£:;{I, ... ,2g}

Q) can be expressed uniquely in the form

E H;(~;

(Ps(a l

2 b l ,}
+ a 2l ' a lI ai'
I
+ b2,}
I
)
2 b l ,)
+ a 2l ' a lI ai'
I
+ b 2I ,})) II(b Il ,} -

(I
+ ( a lI - a 2)
l qs a l

b2,})
I
•

}f/.S

Hence we can define a map

which takes c to
'"

J

~

S£:;{I , ... , 2g}

I

2

I 2

(r_ D _ I sps(a l +a l , alai'

b I ,}
I

+ 2 a_D-I,sqs a l +a l , alai'
J

(I

2

I 2

+ b 2I , } )

b Il ,) + b I2 ,})) II(b Il ,}

a:

where we use the same notation for the generators

-

b 2 ,})
I

'

}f/.S

and b:'} of H;(~; Q)

and H;(~; Q), and where d l - d 2 = 2D + 1 and a:,s and r~,s are defined
as in the last section by expressing
I

2

(x + (a l - a l )/2)
x exp (

g+D

I

C;I

X

+ (a:

2

(x - (a l - a l )/2)
- ai)/2

+

g-D
C;2

x - (a: - ai)/2

)

'

uniquely in the form
g-I
'"

~

'"

~

II

(ar,s

r=-ooS£:;{l, ... ,2g}

II
2
+ rr,Sx)(x
-

I

2 2

(a l - a l )

Proposition 6. If the rank n is two and J.l E L

/4) r II (bII ,)

-

b 2I ,} ).

}f/.S

- {J.lo} = Ll there exist lifts

. 2d( ) .
. 2d( )
Hr II (~ ; Q) --> H~(Cf!; Q) of the Thom-Gysin maps H~- II (~ ; Q)

-->

H~( UII ; Q) whose compositions
n}-2d(II)(Cf! . Q)
~

II'

-->

Hi (~ . Q)
~

J'

with the restriction maps

are given by the maps

just defined

if f5 > J.l .

Proof Since the Thom-Gysin maps H~-2d(II)(~; Q) --> H~( UII ; Q) respect the
H;(Cf!; Q)-module structure, it suffices to check that for any S ~ {I , ... , 2g}
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,j -

b~,j)

and

(a: - a~)

j~S

II (b:

,j -
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b~,j)

j~S

under the Thom-Gysin maps are the same as the restrictions to U", of the
elements 't"-D-I,S and a-D-I,S of H;(~; Q) defined in the last section. Since
it was shown during the proof of Proposition 1 in §1 that the direct sum of
restriction maps

is injective, thi:i follows directly from the results of the last section together with
the last two propositions. 0
4.

PROOF OF THE NEWSTEAD-RAMANAN CONJECTURE

The aim of this section is to prove the following theorem, which was conjectured by Newstead and Ramanan.
Theorem 2. The Pontryagin ring of the tangent bundle to the moduli space
L (2, d) of semistable bundles of rank two and odd degree d over a fixed Riemann surface M ofgenus g 2: 2 vanishes in dimensions greater than 4(g - 1) .

Here the Pontryagin ring of the tangent bundle is the subring of the cohomology ring H* (L (2, d) ; Q) generated by all the Pontryagin classes of the
tangent bundle. As shown in §4 of [16, Corollary 2 to Theorem 2] and also §9
of [2, p. 584] the Pontryagin ring is actually generated by the first Pontryagin
class PI . Thus to prove the theorem it suffices to show that (Pll = O.
Recall from §1 that the rational cohomology ring of the moduli space
L(2, d) is generated by elements

al

E H

2

(L(2, d); Q),

a2

E H

4

(L(2, d); Q),

bi E H
.

.

I

(L(2, d); Q),
3

bi E H (L(2, d); Q)

for 1 :::; j :::; 2g and

hE H 2 (L(2, d); Q).

These generators correspond to generators of the equivariant cohomology ring
H;(~; Q), which by an abuse of notation have been denoted by the same
symbols. In terms of these generators we have
PI = 2(g - 1)((a l )

2

-

4a2 )

by [16, §4, Corollary 2 to Theorem 2]. Thus to prove the theorem it suffices to
show that ((a l )2 - 4a 2 )g = 0 in H*(L(2, d); Q).
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Recall also that if t5 E L\ the restriction map

is given by

b

2

t---+

'b2,j

a"

2 ',j

+ a" b

'

and

Thus

2
g
,
2 2g
((a,) -4a2) t---+(a,-a,).

As before let P denote the element (a: - a;)/2 of H;(~; Q) . Recall from the
last section that in order to show ((a,)2 - 4a2)g is a relation in H* (./t (2, d) ; Q)
it suffices to show that the image of ((a,)2 - 4a 2)g E H;(c;{?; Q) under the direct
sum of the restriction maps

;

H;r~ Q)

-+

EB H;(~ ; Q)
"Ell

lies in the image in EB"ELl H;(~; Q) of the kernel of the restriction map

Thus the Newstead-Ramanan conjecture follows from
Proposition 7. There is an element of the kernel of the restriction map

whose restriction to H;(~; Q) is p2g for every t5

E L\.

Proof. It was shown in §2 that there is a formal Laurent series 'l'(x - a,)
in x with coefficients in H;(c;{?; Q) such that if we express 'l'(x - a,) in the
unique possible way as

L

S~{',

... ,2g}

'l's(x)IIb;,
jES

where the coefficients of 'l's(x) only involve a" a2 , b~ - a, bil 2 , and h ~'~j~g b{ b{+g , then the restriction to H;(C;{?ss; Q) of each 'l's(x) is a polynomial in x. In particular, this implies that the restriction to H;(C;{?ss; Q)
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of
Q(x) = 'I'{I, ... ,2g}(X)'I'{l, ... ,2g}(-x)

is a polynomial 5 • This means that if we express the formal Laurent series Q(x)
in the form
2g-2
(ll,X + p,)(x 2 + a2 - (a l )2/ 4),
'=-00
then the restrictions to H;C~ss; Q) of ll, and P, are zero when r < O.
Therefore, to complete the proof of the proposition it is enough to prove

L

Lemma 4. The restriction to H;(~; Q) of n(x) is

(-1 )g+1 (g!) -2 2-2 gx 2g /(x 2 _ p2)

and the restriction of ( -1 )g+ I (g!)222gP_I is p2g for every J EA.
Proof It was shown in §2 that the restriction to H;(~; Q) of 'I'(x - a l /2) is
(x

(e

l
+ P) g+D (x - P) g-I-D exp - + -e2- )

x+P

e

x-p

where D = (J1 -J2 -1)/2 and j = EI~k~gb:,kb:,k+g for i = 1,2. Thus
writing
2b l ,k _ (bl,k + b2,k) + (bl,k _ b2,k)
I

-

I

I

I

I

and
we find that

4e l = e+e +~

and

4e2 =

where

e= L

e+e-~

(b:,k - b~,k)(b: ,k+g - b~,k+g)

I~k~g

is defined as before and

e L
=

(b:,k

+ b~,k)(b: ,k+g + b~,k+g)

I~k~g

and
~=

L

(b:,k _ b~,k)(b: ,k+g + b~,k+g)

+ (b:,k + b~,k)(b: ,k+g _ b~,k+g).

I~k~g

Therefore

5 Note that it makes sense to multiply the formal Laurent series 'Ps(x) together since the
coefficients of x j with j ~ 2g in each 'Ps(x) are zero.
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Hence the restriction to H;(~; Q) of qt(x - a l /2) is
(x

+ p)

g+D

(x - p)

g-I-D

(
x~ )
(
xe
)
(
-pe
)
exp 2(x2 _ p2) exp 2(x2 _ p2) exp 2(x2 _ p2) .

The restriction to H;(~; Q) of
qt(x - a l /2) for S ~ {I, ... ,2g}
I·
2·
I·
2·
in terms of b l ,J + b l ,J , bl,J - b l ,J ,
TIjEs(b:,j + b~,j) in this expression.
in

the coefficient qts(x) of TI jES b{ in
is obtained by expressing qt(x - a l /2)
and p, and then taking the coefficient of
Since the coefficient of TIjEs(b:,j + b~,j)

-pe
)
exp ( 2(x 2 _ p2)

is always zero if S contains both j and j + g for any j, it follows that the
restriction to H;(~; Q) of qt{I, ... ,2g}(x) is
(x

+ P)

g+D

(x - P)

g-I-D

(
x~)
xg
exp 2(x2 _ p2) g!2g(x2 _ p2)g·

Thus the restriction of Q(x) is
(x

+ p)g+D (-x + p)g+D (x _

p)g-I-D (-x _ p)g-I-D

x g(-x)g
(g!)22 2g (x2 _ p2)2g ,

which simplifies to give

as required.
Finally to calculate the restriction to H;(~; Q) of P_I we write
x 2g = (x 2 _ p2)q(X)

+ Y1X + ,

and formally put x = p and x = - P to obtain YI = 0 and ,= p2g .
This completes the proof of the lemma and hence also of the proposition and
the Newstead-Ramanan conjecture. 0
Remark 5. The conjecture of Newstead and Ramanan has been generalised to

bundles of rank n > 2 by Neeman [15], who conjectured that the Pontryagin ring of the tangent bundle to the moduli space L(2, d) should vanish in
dimensions at least 2gn 2 - 4g(n - 1) + 2 and proved that it does vanish in
dimensions at least 5g - 3 when n = 2 .
5.

RESOLVING SINGULARITIES

b;,

In this section we shall describe a different approach to finding relations
and f, for the cohomology ring of the
among the rational generators a"
moduli space L(n, d). This approach involves first resolving the singularities
of the closure of the stratum ~ for each f1. E L - {f1.o}. It is then possible
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to relate the Thom-Gysin map associated to the removal of ~ from the open
subset UfJ. of C?f to the Thom-Gysin map associated to the removal of the
nonsingular closure ~ of ~ in an appropriate blow-up of C?f •
This gives an approach to proving the Newstead-Ramanan conjecture that is
possibly more intuitively appealing than the proof in the last section. A complete
proof along these lines would be considerably more intricate than the one already
given, so details will be omitted. However, it seems worthwhile to describe the
main ideas, since these can be applied in more general circumstances as in §6
when no complete set of relations is known.
First we must consider what the closure of the stratum ~ looks like in
a neighbourhood of ~ if t5 > J.l, i.e., if t5 1 > d l where t5 = (t5 I , t52 ) and
J.l = (d p d 2 )·

Let us assume that E is a bundle with canonical filtration 0 c LI C E where
> d l and t52 . Then E
represents a point in ~ . By deformation theory (cf. [2, p. 566] or [18, Chapter
2, §5]) the vector space HI (M , L; ® L 2 ) represents holomorphic deformations
of E modulo the deformations which respect the canonical filtration, and hence
can be naturally identified with the normal space to ~ in C?f at this point.
Let I:,j (M) denote the jth symmetric power of M (i.e., the space of effective
divisors D of degree j on M), which is nonsingular since M has complex
denote the sheaf which is
dimension one. For each D E I:,0,-d, (M) let
the quotient of E by the image of the map LI ® &'( -D) ---- LI defined by D.
Then by deformation theory again the vector space
LI and L2 = E / LI are line bundles of degrees t51

Lf

HI (M , L; ® &,(D) ® L~)

represents holomorphic deformations of E modulo the deformations which
respect the image of the map LI ® &'( -D) ---- L I • Now we have an exact
sequence of sheaves
D

o ---- &'D ---- L2

---- L2 ---- 0

where &'D is the skyscraper sheaf, which gives us an exact sequence
0---- &'D ---- LI* ® &,(D) ® L2D ---- LI* ® &,(D) ® L2 ---- 0,

and this induces an isomorphism
I
*
D
I
*
H (M, LI ® &,(D) ® L2 ) ---- H (M, LI ® &,(D) ® L 2).
Moreover, since the degree of L; ® &,(D) ® L2 is negative, the exact sequence

o ---- L; ® L2 ---- L; ® &,(D) ® L2 ---- &'D ---- 0
induces an exact sequence
o ---- H o(M, &'D) ---- H I (M, LI* ® L 2) ---- H I (M, LI* ® &,(D) ® L 2) ---- O.
Hence there is a subbundle 7? of rank t5 1 - d l of the pullback to ~ x
of the normal bundle to ~ in C?f, whose fibre at a point

I:,0,-d, (M)
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represented by E E ~ and D E }:,OI-d1(M) is naturally isomorphic to
~(M, &D) embedded in HI(M, L; ® L 2) as in this exact sequence.
If we identify the compact Riemann surface M with a nonsingular complex
projective curve we have the following results about how bundles degenerate
from §4 of [17] (particularly Proposition 9); note that the definition of a vector
bundle used by Shatz is more general than the one used in this paper, so his
results have to be translated.
Let S = Spec(A) where A is a discrete valuation ring, and let g be an
algebraic vector bundle of rank two over S x M. Thus g defines an algebraic
family {~ : XES} of vector bundles over S by ~ = g I{X}XM. Let So and
s denote the special and generic points of S, and suppose that E = ~ is a
o
bundle over M with canonical filtration 0 c LI C E where LI and L2 = E / LI
are line bundles of degrees 61 and 62 • Suppose also that L is a line subbundle
of the bundle ~ of degree d l , so that 0 c L c ~ is the canonical filtration
of ~. Then this line subbundle extends canonically to a subsheaf £7 of g
such that there is a nonempty open subset of S x M containing all points of
codimension at most one on which the sub sheaf £7 and the quotient g /£7
are locally free (i.e., the restriction of £7 to this open subset is a subbundle
in our sense) and such that the restriction of £7 to {so} x M has the same
degree and rank as ~ = L for each j. Since d l > d/2 > 62 and there are
no nonzero holomorphic maps from line bundles of degree strictly greater than
62 to L 2 , it follows that the restriction of £7 to {so} x M is the image of the
map of line bundles LI ® &( -D) --+ LI defined by some effective divisor D of
degree 61 - d l on M x {so}. Note that the divisor D is uniquely determined
by the family g of bundles. Moreover, ~ determines a deformation of E
which respects the map LI ® &( -D) --+ E but not the map LI --+ E, and hence
determines an element of the projective space associated to the kernel of the
map

or, equivalently, a point of the projective bundle P(Jf') over ~ x }:,OI-d1(M) .
Remark 6. We can see explicitly, using transition functions, how bundles of type
J.l = (d l ,d2 ) can degenerate to bundles of type 6 = (6 1 , 62 ) when 6 > J.l. Let
us suppose that LI E9 L2 is a holomorphic bundle of type 6 (a similar argument
applies if we replace LI E9 L2 by a general bundle of type 6, not necessarily a
sum of two line bundles) and let D = mix i + ... + mkxk be an effective divisor
of degree 6 1 - d l on M. Choose an open cover {UI ' ••• , Ui } of M with i ~
k such that U I , ... , Uk are disjoint open neighbourhoods of XI' ... ,xk and
the line bundles LI and L2 can be trivialised over the open sets U I , ... , Ui
with transition functions c¥/" , J" and p"I, J" on U.1 n U".
Choose holomorphic
J
local coordinates vanishing at XI' ... 'Xk on neighbourhoods V;, ... , Vk of
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x, ' ... ,xk such that Jj

w. =
1

~

Vj

.
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Let

{Vj - {x j }
Vj - (V; u ... U

J.'J

if 1 '5, j '5, k
if k < j '5, i.

UJ

Then {~ , ... , Vk , W, ' . .. , ~} is an open cover of M such that V; n
= 0
if i ;...J..- J' and V1 n v.1 = 0 = WnW.
if
1
<
i
<
J"
<
k
.
1
1
Now let W be the holomorphic bundle of rank two over C x M defined
with respect to the open cover {C x ~ , ... ,C x Jfc ' C X W, ' ... , C x ~} by
transition functions
(

on C x

(w; n UJ)

0)

01,1
..

o p1,1
..

if i < j and j > k and

(6

tz~mj)

UJ

on the product of C with Jj n
= Jj - {x), where z is the chosen local
coordinateon Jj vanishing at Xj and t parametrises C. Then {g; = W I{I}XM:
t E C} is a family of holomorphic bundles of rank two and degree dover M
such that ~ = L, ED L2 .
The line bundle L, ® &'( -D) can be trivialised over the same cover
{~

, ... , Vk

,

W; , ... , ~}

w: UJ

of M with transition functions 0i ,j on
n
if i < j and j > k and
j
z-m on Jj n
If t =I- 0 there is an embedding of L, ® &'( -D) into g;
defined with respect to this trivialisation by the 1 x 2 matrices (zm j , -t) over
Jj and (1,0) over
Since the degree of L, ® &'( -D) is d, ' this implies
that g; is of type J.l when t =I- 0 .
Recall that the fibre at (L, ED L2 ,D) of the projective bundle P(%) can be
identified with P(Ho(M, &'D))' The point of this projective space determined
by the family of bundles W as above depends on the choice of holomorphic
local coordinates z near the support of D. We can obtain different families
by replacing each term z -m j by the principal part

UJ.

UJ.

a-, z

-,

+"""+a -mj z

-m

J

of ¢(z)-mj where ¢(z) is any other local coordinate near

Xj

vanishing at x j

'

and then the associated points of P(Ho(M, &'D)) are all those points which do
not belong to P(Ho(M, &'D')) for any effective divisor D' < D.
Now consider the result of blowing up V,J = '{? - Up,J ~ along ~. This is
possible since ~ is a closed complex sub manifold of V,J whose codimension
is finite.
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Lemma 5. The intersection of the exceptional divisor with the closure of the stratum ~ in this blow-up of Va can be identified with the image of the projective
bundle P(~) over ~ x },;o,-d, (M) in the projective normal bundle to ~. If
01 = d l + 1 then the closure of the stratum ~ is nonsingular and its intersection
with the exceptional divisor can be identified with ~ x M.
Proof Recall that ~ is a subbundle of rank 01 - d l of the pullback to ~ x
},;o,-d, (M) of the normal bundle to ~ in '?5, whose fibre at a point represented by E E ~ and DE },;o,-d'(M) is naturally isomorphic to HO(M, &'D)
embedded in HI(M, L; 0 L 2 ) as in the exact sequence

Thus there is a natural map from ~ to the normal bundle to ~ in '?5, which
collapses the zero section over ~ x },;o,-d, (M) to the zero section over ~ . This
map induces a map from P(~) to the exceptional divisor when the exceptional
divisor is identified in the natural way with the projective normal bundle to ~
in '?5 . From the discussion above of families of bundles over discrete valuation
rings, together with property (i) of the stratification from §1 and Grothendieck's
valuative criterion for properness (see [6, Chapter II, Theorem 4.7 and Exercise
4.11]), it follows that the union of the image of this map with Uf1._y
< <0'?5y is
closed in the blow-up of Va . Conversely the last remark shows that any element
of the image of P(~) belongs to the closure of ~ in the blow-up. Locally,
near the complement in the exceptional divisor of the closure of Uf1.<y<o ~ , the
closure of ~ in the blow-up looks like the tautological line bundle over P(~)
and hence is nonsingular.
When 01 = d[ + 1 then },;o,-d, (M) = M and ~ is a line bundle, so the
projective bundle P(~) is just ~ x M and the result follows. 0
Next consider the result of blowing up Va = '?5 - Upo ~ along first ~ and
then successively along the closures of the strata ~ with f.i < y < 0. In fact,
because the stratification of '?5 is locally fiI!ite, we can apply the same process
to the whole of '?5 to obtain a blow-up 7r : '?5 --+ '?5 of '?5 successively along all
the stra~a ~ with y > f.i. (Note that ~ depends on f.i.)
Let ~ ~enote the closure of ~ in '?5, and let ~ denote the inverse image
of ~ in '?5 if

°>

f.i .

Lemma 6. The closure ~ in '?5 of the stratum ~ is nonsingular. Its intersection with the inverse image of ~ can be identified with a blow-up of the projective
bundle P(~) over ~ x },;o,-d'(M).
Proof This follows from the proof of the previous lemma. 0
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is the disjoint union of

~
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together with all the subsets

~rl ' ... , Ykl = ~ n (~l n ... n ~k -

U

}l<r!l{rl ' ... , rk}

~)

yr

for Y1 , ••. , Yk E L satisfying f.J, < Y1 < ... < Yk' Moreover, if we set Yo = f.J,
.
.
.
. 1
and write Yj =
Y~) when 0::; j ::; k and fj =
when 1 ::; j ::; k,
then ~rl , ... ,rkl can be identified with a product

(yi '

yi -

Q1 x···xQk

x~Yk

where Q j fibres over the symmetric power 'i}j(M) of M with the fibre over
D E I.e j (M) given by

u

o
P(H (M, &'D' )).

D'EY}j-l(M) ,D'<D

With respect to this identification the restriction to ~rl' ... , rd of n : ~ ---- ~ is
projection onto ~k •

a;

Recall that the generators
and b;,j of H;(~; Q) are obtained by applying the Kunneth decomposition to the equivariant Chern classes of the universal
line bundles ~ and ~ on ~ x M whose restrictions to {p} x M are canonically isomorphic to the line bundles LI and L 2 , where p E ~ represents
a bundle E of type f.J, over M with canonical filtration 0 C LI C E and
L2 = E / L 1 • It can be shown, using the description of how bundles of type t5
degenerate to bundles of'...type f.J, ~iven aEove, that these un~ersa~ line bundles
extend to line bundles ~ and ~ on ~ x M such that ~ ~ ~ is the pullback of the determinant of the universal bundle on ~ x M and such that the
fibre of the normal bundle to ~ in ~ at a point x is naturally isomorphic to

By decomposing the first Chern class of ~ and f"i/;. according to the Kiinneth
2 .
. .
decomposition of H (~ x M; Q) we find that the generators
and b;,J for
1 ::; i ::; 2, 1 ::; j ::; 2g of H;(~; Q) lift to elements

a;

a;

and

b;,j,

say, of

H;(~; Q). It then follows by a trivial modification of the pro~f of ~emma 2
in §1 that the equivariant Euler class of the normal bundle to ~ in ~ is

where
~=

L
l~j~g

(b:,j - b~,j)(b: ,j+g - b~,j+g).
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Moreover, (e)g+1 = 0 so we can also write this as
( a_2

_I)g+dl-dz-I

l - al

(;/(_2 _I)
exp -.. a l - a l .

that if as before #1 = ((d + 1)/2, (d - 1)/2) then the restriction
to ~I of the image under the Thom-Gysin map
Thi~ means

H;-2d(ll l ) (~I ; Q)

H;(~; Q)

---+

of the lift
of the element

2

of H;(~I ; Q) is
••• ---+

and
••• ---+

I g

2

(a l - a l ) exp(c;/(a l

(a; - a:)2 g •

*-2d(ll) (~Il;
= Q)
H;g
*-2d(ll) a;
H;g
(~Il; Q)

-

I

a l ))

If we compare the Thom-Gysin sequences

---+

*
H;g(U
Il ; Q)
* a;

---+ H;g(~

; Q)

---+

*
=
H;g(U
Il - ~Il; Q)
* a;

---+ H;g(~

a;

- ~Il; Q)

---+ •••

---+ •••

it is possible (but not very straightforward) to deduce from this that there is a
lift
H;-2d(IlI)(~1 ; Q) ---+ H;(~; Q)
of the Thom-Gysin map
H;-2d(IlI)(~1 ; Q)

---+

H;(UIlI ; Q)

whose composition with the restriction map
H;(~; Q)

---+

H;(~ ; Q)

takes (a; - a:)g exp(c;/(a; - a:)) to (a; - a:)2 g . Since the image of any such
lift of this Thom-Gysin map is contained in the kernel of the restriction map
H;(~; Q)

---+

H;(~sS ; Q) ,

this would give an alternative proof of the proposition in §4 and hence of the
Newstead-Ramanan conjecture.
6.

GENERATORS AND RELATIONS

FOR GEOMETRIC INY ARIANT THEORETIC QUOTIENTS

Let X be a nonsingular complex projective variety and let G be a complex
reductive group acting on X . Let us assume that X is embedded in the complex
projective space P n and that the action of G on X extends to a linear action on
Pn defined by a homomorphism p: G ---+ GL(n + 1; C). Since G is reductive,
it is the complexification of a maximal compact subgroup K. Without loss of
generality we may suppose that K acts unitarily on P n and thus preserves the
Fubini-Study metric.
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The quotient of X by this linear action of G in the sense of geometric invariant theory [14] will be denoted by X//G to distinguish it from the ordinary
topological quotient X / G. Let X S and X SS be the open subsets of X consisting of the stable6 and semistable points of X under the action. Then there is
a sUljective G-invariant morphism <p: X SS -+ X//G and any fibre of <p which
meets X S is a single G-orbit of dimension equal to that of G.
We shall assume that X is connected and
(1)

Then the stabiliser in G of every x E X SS is finite, X//G is topologically the
ordinary quotient X ss / G , and there is a natural isomorphism
(2)

(see [8, 5.6 and 7.5]). Moreover, by [8, 5.4 and 8.10] the restriction map
(3)

is surjective, and by [8, 5.8] the spectral sequence associated to the fibration

X xGEG -+BG
with fibre X degenerates, so that
H~(X; Q) ~ H*(X; Q) ®H*(BG; Q).

(4)

Note that this isomorphism is an isomorphism of vector spaces, not necessarily
of rings, but that nonetheless generators of the cohomology rings H*(X; Q)
and H* (BG; Q) induce generators of H~(X; Q) and thus of H~(XSS; Q) or,
equivalently, of the rational cohomology H*(X//G; Q) of the quotient XI/G.
The aim of this section is to describe the relations among these generators
of H*(X//G; Q) in such a way that they can be determined in explicit examples. This problem amounts to determining the kernel of the restriction map
H~(X; Q) -+ H~(XsS; Q). This will be done by first showing that if T is a
maximal torus of K and XT is its fixed point set in X then the restriction
map H~(X; Q) -+ H;(XT; Q) is injective, and then by describing the image
of the kernel under this map (see Proposition 8 and Corollaries 4 and 5).
In [8] there is defined a stratification {Sp I P E~} of X, indexed by a
finite partially ordered set ~ , which has the following useful properties:
(i) X is the disjoint union of the strata Sp' and each stratum Sp is a Ginvariant, locally closed, nonsingular subvariety of X such that Sp ~ Uy~p Sy
where ~ is the partial order on ~ .
(ii) X SS coincides with the open stratum So.
6 We

shall follow the usual convention nowadays that the term stable corresponds to the term

properly stable in [14].
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(iii) If P =I- 0 there is a proper nonsingular subvariety Zp of X acted on
by a reductive subgroup Stab P of G such that

z;s

H;(Sp; Q) ~ H;tabP(Z;s; Q)

is the set of semistable points in Z p with respect to the action of
where
Stab P appropriately linearised.
(iv) The stratification {Sp I P E~} is equivariantly perfect over the rationals so that

EB H~-2)'(P)(Sp; Q)
= H~(Xss; Q) EB EB H~-2)'(P)(Sp; Q)

H~(X; Q) ~

PESI

P1=O

for all i, where A(P) is the complex codimension of Sp in X, and the restriction map H~(X; Q) ____ H~(XSS; Q) corresponds under this isomorphism
to the projection onto the summand H~(Xss; Q). The isomorphism is one of
vector spaces, not one of rings. Note that if a stratum Sp is not connected then
its codimension A(P) may not be well defined. In that case, H~-2).(P)(Sp; Q)
must be interpreted as

EB

H~-2)'(P ,j)(Sp ,j; Q)

l'5j"5.k

where S p ,1 ' ... ,Sp ,k are the connected components of S p and A(P, j) is
the complex co dimension of Sp ,}..
The stratification {Sp I P E~} of X can be defined as the Morse stratification associated to a function f: X ---- R, in the sense that the set of critical
points for f in X is a disjoint union of closed subsets {Cp I P E~} of X
and a point x E X lies in the stratum Sp if and only if its path of steepest
descent under f with respect to the Fubini-Study metric has a limit point in
C p • However, f is not a Morse function in the classical sense, and the subsets
C p of X are not necessarily submanifolds (see [8]).
The function f is defined as the norm-square f =11 J.l 11 2 , taken with respect
to a fixed invariant inner product on the Lie algebra k of the maximal compact
subgroup K of G, of the momentum map J.l : X ---- k* defined in homogeneous
coordinates by

xaxt

J.l(x).a = 2ni IIx

f

for all a E k (see [8, 2.5]).
The indexing set ~ is a finite set of points in a positive Weyl chamber t+
in the Lie algebra t of a maximal torus T of K. Let a o ' ... , an E t* be the
weights of the representation of T defining its action on X, and identify t*
with t using the fixed inner product. Then P E t+ belongs to ~ if and only if
P is the closest point to 0 of the convex hull in t of some nonempty subset of
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{a o ' ... , an}' If P E pg then Stab P is the stabiliser of P under the adjoint
action of G and Z p is the intersection of X with the linear subspace

of P n' It is a union of connected components of the fixed point set of the
subtorus Tp of T generated by P . Also
S P = GYp = GYp -

U

Ilyll>IIPII

GYy

where
and
Yp

= {(xo;

... ; xn) E Yp

IXi

=1=

0 for some i such that ai.p

=11 P 112}.

It follows from property (iv) of the stratification {Sp I P E pg} that the
kernel of the restriction map H~(X; Q) -+ H~(Xss; Q) is isomorphic as a
vector space to the direct sum

EB H~-2A(P)(Sp; Q).

P1=O

(This gives one an inductive formula for computing the equivariant Betti numbers of X SS and thus the Betti numbers of the quotient XII G; see [8, 8.12]).
However, our aim is to describe the kernel as a subset of H~(X; Q) . If P E pg
then by property (i) of the stratification, the subset
Up

=X

-

USy = USy

y>p

y:!p

is an open subset of X containing Spas a closed submanifold. Thus there is
a long exact sequence (the Thom-Gysin sequence)

To say that the stratification is equivariantiy perfect over the rationals means
that all these long exact sequences break up into short exact sequences
0-+ Ht 2A (P)(Sp; Q) -+ Hb(Up ; Q) -+ Hb(Up - Sp; Q) -+ O.
In particular, this implies that the restriction maps H~(X; Q) -+ H~( Up ; Q)
are all surjective, and hence the Thom-Gysin maps Hb- 2A (P)(Sp; Q) -+
Hb(Up ; Q) can be lifted to maps Hb- 2A (P)(Sp; Q) -+ Hb(X; Q).
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Lemma 7. The direct sum

E9 H&-2A(P) (SP ; Q) ~ H&(X; Q)

P~

of any choice of lifts H&-2A(P\Sp; Q)

-+

H~(X; Q) of the Thom-Gysin maps

H~-2A(P\Sp; Q) -+ H~(Vp; Q) is an isomorphism onto its image, which is the
kernel of the restriction map H~(X; Q) -+ H~(XSS; Q).

Proof The proof is immediate. 0
Proposition 8. The restriction map H~(X; Q) -+ H;(XT ; Q) is injective. Its
image is contained in the invariant part [H;(XT ; Q)]w of H;(XT ; Q) under
the action of the Weyl group W of K.
Proof Choose an element y of the Lie algebra t of T such that exp Ry is
dense in T. Consider the function fly : X -+ R defined by
fly(X)

= fl(X).y

where fl is the momentum map defined above. Then fly is a nondegenerate
Morse function in the sense of Bott [3], and the set of its critical points is XT
(see [1] or [8,3.9]). Let {Fj 11 :$ i :$ s} be the connected components of XT.
Then there is a stratification {1: j I 1 :$ i :$ s} of X such that a point x E X
lies in the stratum 1: j if its path of steepest descent under fly with respect to
the Fubini-Study metric has a limit point in F j • Each 1: j is a locally closed
submanifold of X that retracts onto F j (see [3] or [8, 4.6]). We may assume
that the indices are chosen in such a way that 1:j ~ Uj~j 1:j for each i, so that
Vj = Uj91:j is open in X and contains 1:j as a closed sub manifold. Since
Vj - tj = Vi-I' there is a long exact sequence (the Thom-Gysin sequence)
... -+

HTj-21(i)(1:j ; Q)

-+

HTj ( V j ; Q)

-+

HTj ( V j _ l ; Q)

-+ ...

where f (i) is the complex codimension of 1: j in X. The composition of the
Thom-Gysin map
with the restriction map

H?( Vj ; Q)

-+

H?(1: j ; Q)

is given by multiplication by the equivariant Euler class of the normal bundle
to 1: j in X (cf. [2, p. 535]). Under the isomorphism

H?(1: j ; Q)

-+

H?(Fj ; Q)

induced by the retraction, this Euler class is identified with the equivariant
Euler class of the normal bundle to 1: j restricted to F j • Since F j is a connected
component of the fixed point set of T, application of the criterion of Atiyah and
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Bott ([2, 13.4]) shows that this Euler class is not a zero-divisor in
(Note that this means that the Thom-Gysin map
H?-2l(j)(!.j; Q)
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H;(F;; Q) .

H?(Uj ; Q)

--+

is injective, so that the Thom-Gysin sequences break up into short exact sequences, i.e., the stratification is T-equivariantly perfect.)
Now suppose that 11 E H?(X; Q) is such that its image in H;(XT; Q) under
the restriction map is zero. Since !'j retracts onto F; this means that the image
of 11 in H;(!.j; Q) is zero for each i. In particular, the restriction of 11 to
UI =!.1 is zero. Let io be the maximal value of i such that the restriction of
11 to Uj is zero. We wish to show that io = s. If io < s let
H j (Uj +1 ; Q)
o
be the image of 11 under restriction and consider the exact sequence

'E

••• --+

H?-21(io+I)(!.j +1 ; Q) ~ H?(Uj +1; Q) ..:. H?(Uj ; Q)
o

0

0

--+ ••.•

By the choice of io we have 'l"( ') = 0, so

Therefore if'll: H?(Uj +1) --+ H?(!.j +1) is the restriction map then 'II(a(c;)) =
o
0
'11(0 = 0 by the assumption on 11. But we have just seen that the composition
'II 0 a is injective, so C; 0 and hence
o. This is impossible by the choice
of io . Thus io = s so U j = X and 11 = 0 .
o
This proves that the restriction map

=

,=

is injective. Since this map respects the action of the Weyl group Wand
H~(X; Q) is naturally isomorphic to [H;(X; Q)]w , it restricts to an injection

so the result is proved. 0
Remark 7. The proof of the last proposition shows that the component It-y :
X --+ R of the momentum map It in the direction of YEt is a T-y -equivariantly
perfect Morse function, where T-y is the subtorus of T generated by y, i.e.,

the closure in T of exp Ry. The critical points of this function are the fixed
points of the action of T-y. Since
H; (X; Q) ~ H*(X; Q) ® H*(BT-y; Q)
y

and

H; (F; Q) ~ H*(F; Q) ® H*(BT-y; Q)
y

for every connected component F of the set of fixed points of the action of
T-y' it follows that It-y is a perfect Morse function as well as an equivariantly
perfect one.
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Remark 8. The composition liT : X ........ t* of the momentum map Ii with the
dual of the inclusion t ........ k is a momentum map for the action of T on K.
The image of any connected component F of the fixed point set X T under liT
is a single point of t* ; in fact, it is a weight, a(F) say, of the representation
of T that defines its action on X (see [8, 3.5]). Since liT is aT-invariant
map and T acts trivially on XT, it is easy to check that there are natural ring
isomorphisms
[H;(XT; Q)]w

~ [ E9 H*(F; Q) ® H*(BT; Q)] W
FE.'T

(5)

~

E9 H* (F; Q) ® H* (B Stab a(F); Q)
FE~

~

E9 H;tab(a(F) (F ; Q)

FE~

t: .

where !T is the set of connected components of X T and ~ consists of those
F E!T such that a(F) belongs to the positive Weyl chamber
It follows from the results just proved in this section that to describe the kernel of the restriction map H~(X; Q) ........ H~(XSS; Q) it is enough to choose lifts
. 2A.(P)·
. 2)'(P)
Hr
(Sp; Q) ........ Hb(X; Q) of the Thom-Gysin maps Hb(Sp ; Q) ........

H~( Up ; Q) and determine their compositions with the restriction maps

H~(X; Q) ........ H;tab(a(F)(F; Q)
for each F E ~ .
Proposition 9. Let F be a connected component of the fixed point set XT of
T in X and let a(F) be its image under liT' Let P be an element of the
indexing set of the stratification {Sp I P E~} of X. If there is an element w

of the Wey/ group W such that w(a(F)).p 2:11 P 112 then F ~ Sp; otherwise
FnSp =0.
2

-

Proof. If there is w E W such that w(a(F)).p 2:11 P I then w(F) ~ Yp ~
Sp so F ~ Sp. Otherwise every element of the set {w(a(F) I w E W} lies

f}

in the open half-plane {e E t I e.p <II P
and hence so does its convex hull.
By [1] this convex hull is the projection onto t of the adjoint orbit Ka(F) of
a(F) in k, so if x E F and k E K then
Ii(kx).p

= kli(X)·P = k(a(F)).p <II

P

2

I ,

which means that kx rf. Yp . Therefore F n K Yp = 0. But Yp is invariant under
the parabolic subgroup Pp , which the product of Stab P and the Borel subgroup
B of G associated to t+. Since G = KB , it follows that Sp ~ GYp = KYp ,
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which is closed, so S p ~ K Yp . Thus
FnSp =

0.

0

Proposition 10. If P E ~ and F is a connected component of x T such that
F n Sp = 0 then the composition of any lift H~-2)'(P)(Sp; Q) ---- H~(X; Q) of
the Thom-Gysin map H~-2)'(P)(Sp; Q) ---- H~(Up; Q) with the restriction map

H~(X; Q) ---- H;tab(a(F)(F; Q)
is zero.
Proof Since F ~ Up - Sp and Staba(F) ~ G, the composition factors through
the composition of two maps in the Thom-Gysin sequence. It is therefore zero
because this sequence is exact. 0

Proposition 11. If P E ~ and F is a connected component of x T such that
F ~ Sp then the image of the canonical generator 1 of H~(Sp; Q) under the
composition of a suitable lift II/;(Sp; Q) ---- H~).(P)(X; Q) of the Thom-Gysin
map H~(Sp; Q) ---- H~).(P)(Up; Q) with the restriction map

H~(X; Q) ---- H;tab(a(F)(F; Q)
is the restriction [Sp1 IF of the equivariant cocycle in H~).(P)(X; Q) defined by
S p via Poincare duality. If, moreover, F does not contain any singular points
of Sp (in particular, if F ~ Sp) then [Sp1 IF is the equivariant Euler class of
the restriction to F of the normal bundle to S p .
Proof Note that if we modify the partial order on the indexing set ~ so that
the codimension A(Y) of Sy is strictly greater than the codimension A(P) of

S p whenever y >

P then the

restriction map H~(X; Q) ---- H~( Up ; Q) is an

isomorphism when j ~ 2A(P) , so there is no choice in the lift H~(Sp; Q) ---H~).(P)(X; Q) of the Thom-Gysin map H~(Sp; Q) ---- H~).(P)(Up; Q). The result now follows by chasing through the definition of the Thom-Gysin map. 0

Corollary 2. If P E ~ and F is a connected component of
F ~ S p then there is a lift

xT

such that

H~(Sp; Q) ____ H~+2)'(P)(X; Q)

of the Thom-Gysin map H~(Sp; Q) ---- H~+2)'(P)(Up; Q) whose composition with
the restriction map

H~(X; Q) ---- H;tab(a(F)(F; Q)
sends any C; E H~(S p ; Q) to the product of C; IF with the equivariant Euler class
of the restriction to F of the normal bundle to Spin x.
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Proof This follows by chasing through the definition of the Thom-Gysin map. 0

Corollary 3. If P E ~ and F is a connected component of x T such that
F ~ Sp and the restriction map H~(X; Q) --+ H~(Sp; Q) is surjective, then
given any right inverse
p: H~(Sp; Q)

--+

H~(X; Q)

of this map there is a lift
H~(Sp; Q)

--+

H~+2)'(P\X; Q)

of the Thom-Gysin map H~(Sp; Q) --+ H~+2).(P)(Up; Q) whose composition with
the restriction map
H~(X; Q) --+ H;tab(a(F)(F; Q)
sends any c; E H~(Sp; Q) to p(c;) IF [Spl IF·
Proof This follows since the Thom-Gysin map is a homomorphism of
H~(X; Q)-modules. 0
We have two similar corollaries.

Corollary 4. If P E ~ and F is a connected component of XT such that
F ~ Sp and the restriction map H~(Sp; Q) --+ H~(Sp; Q) is surjective, then
given any right inverse

p : H~(Sp; Q) --+ H~(Sp; Q)
of this map there is a lift
H~(Sp ; Q)

--+

H~+2)'(P) (X; Q)

of the Thom-Gysin map H~(Sp; Q) --+ H~+2).(P)(Up; Q) whose composition with
the restriction map
H~(X; Q) --+ H;tab(a(F)(F; Q)
sends any

c; E H~(Sp; Q) to

p(c;)

IF [Spl

IF·

Corollary 5. If P E ~ and W E Wand F is a connected component of XT
such that w(F) ~ Yp and the restriction map
H;tabP(YP ; Q)

--+

H;tabP(Z;s; Q)

is surjective, then given any right inverse
jJ : H;tabP(Z;s; Q)

of this map there is a lift

--+

H;tabP(YP ; Q)
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of the Thom-Gysin map H~(Sp; Q) --+ Ht 2J..(P) (Up ; Q) whose composition with
the restriction map
H~(X; Q) --+ H;tab(et(F) (F ; Q)
sends any ~

E H;tabP(Z;S;

Q) ~ H~(Sp; Q) to wp(~) IF [SpJ IF'

These corollaries can be made to apply more generally than the preceding
one because of the following lemma.
Lemma 8. (i) If Sp is nonsingular then the restriction map

H~(Sp; Q)

--+

H~(Sp; Q)

is surjective.
(ii) If Yp is nonsingular then the restriction map
H;tabP(Yp ; Q)

--+

H;tabP(Z;s; Q)

is surjective.
Proof (i) The stratification of Sp defined by the function ~ J.l11 2 is equivariantly
perfect over Q (by property (iv) of the stratification applied to the action of G
on S p) and it has Spas an open stratum. Therefore the restriction map
H~(Sp; Q)

--+

H~(Sp; Q)

H;tabP(Zp; Q)

--+

H;tabP(Z;s; Q)

is surjective.
(ii) The restriction map
is surjective by property (iv) of the stratification applied to the action of Stab P
on the nonsingular projective subvariety Z p of X.
The restriction to Yp of the momentum map J.lT : X --+ t* is a momentum
map for the action of T on Yp' By the first remark of this section its component J.lp in the direction of P is a perfect Morse function (over the rationals)
on Yp ' and hence the restriction map from the cohomology of Yp to the cohomology of the subset where J.l p attains its minimum value is surjective. Since

f

f

J.lp(x) 2:11 P
for all x E Yp and, moreover, J.lp(x) =11 P
if and only if
x E Z P , this function attains its minimum value precisely on Z p' Since the
Stab p-equivariant cohomology of Zp and Yp is the tensor product of ordinary
cohomology with the cohomology of the classifying space B Stab p the result
follows. 0

If Yp or S p is nonsingular for each p E tB then we can describe the
kernel of the restriction map H~(X; Q) --+ H~(XSS; Q) by using Corollaries 4
and 5 to choose lifts H/;-2J..(P)(Sp; Q) --+ H/;(X; Q) of the Thom-Gysin maps
Ht2J..(P)(Sp; Q)

--+

H/;(Up ; Q) and to determine their compositions with the
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restriction maps

H~(X; Q)

--->

H;tab(Q(F) (F ; Q)

for each F E ~ .
It is not in general the case that Yp or Sp is nonsingular for each PEg.
Nonetheless, for any PEg we can resolve the singularities of Sp in X by
a succession of blow-ups along nonsingular G-invariant subvarieties7 , giving a
projective variety with an action of G which can be appropriately linearised
(cf. [10]). So let us consider the following situation.
Let C be a nonsingular G-invariant projective subvariety of X contained
in the union of those strata Sy with y > P , and let n : i ---> X be th=. result
of blowing up X along C. Let E be the exceptional divisor and let S p and
Yp be the proper transforms of

injection

S p and Yp in

n * : H~(X; Q)

--->

i.

The images of the natural

H~(i; Q)

and the Thom-Gysin map associated to E

.E: HG*-2 (E; Q)

--->

* -

HG(X; Q)

span H~(i; Q) , and their intersection is the image under n* of the image of
the Thom-Gysin map

.c: HG*-2c (C; Q)

--->

*
HG(X;
Q)

where c is the complex codimension of C in X. The image of this ThomGysin map is of course equal to the kernel of the restriction map

which is contained in the kernel of the restriction map

H~(X ; Q) ---> H~ ( X - U Sy; Q).
J'>p

Choose any complement to the image of H~-2C(C; Q) in H~-2(E; Q) and
thus decompose H~(.X; Q) as

where
H~(E; Q) ~ H~(C; Q) 0 H*(PC_l ; Q).

Note that in dimensions less than 2c the image of H~-2C (C; Q) in H~(X; Q)
is zero, so this decomposition does not depend on any choice. In particular,
7This depends on Hironaka's equivariant resolution of singularities theorem, which was
announced in [7] 9,Remark 8, but which does not seem to have a complete published proof.
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this is true in dimension 2 dim S p. Let
(): H~(i; Q) ~ H~(X; Q)

be the projection with respect to this decomposition. Then if
H~-2)'(P)(Sp; Q) ~ H~(X; Q)

is a lift of the Thom-Gysin map Ht2).(P)(Sp; Q) ~ Hb(Up ; Q), its composition with the projection () is a lift to Hb(X; Q) of the Thom-Gysin map
Ht2).(P)(Sp; Q) ~ Hb(Up ; Q) . In particular, ()[SpJ = [SpJ.

If F is a connected component of the fixed point set XT then its image
n(F) in X is contained in a connected component of XT. If F does not
meet the centre C of the blow-up, then n : F ~ F is an isomorphism. If
F s;;: C then n: F ~ F is a fibration with a projective space, P k say, as fibre,
and
H;(F; Q) ~ H;(F; Q) ® H*(Pk; Q).

Finally if F meets C but is not contained in it then either F is the blowup of F along F n C , which is nonsingular since it is a union of connected
components of C T , or n : F ~ F n C is a fibration as above with a projective
space, P k say, as fibre, and
H;(F; Q) ~ H;(F n C; Q) ® H*(Pk; Q).

Using this one obtains an explicit description of the embedding
*
T
n * : HT(X
; Q)

~

* -T ; Q).
HT(X

One can then extend the projection () : H~(X; Q) ~ H~(X; Q) to a map
()T : H;(XT ; Q) ~ H;(XT ; Q). Then the composition of the inclusion

H~(X; Q) ~ H;(XT ; Q) ~

EB H;tab(Q(F) (F ; Q)
F

with the lift to Hb(X; Q) chosen above of the Thom-Gysin map
Ht 2)'(P)(Sp; Q) ~ H~(Up; Q)

is the composition of

()T

with the inclusion

H~(X; Q) ~ H;(XT ; Q) ~

EB H;tab(Q(F) (F ; Q)
F

and the lift to Hb(X; Q) of the Thom-Gysin map Ht2).(P)(Sp; Q) ~
Hb(Up ; Q).
In this way it is possible to determine the kernel of the restriction map
H~(X; Q) ~ H~(XSS; Q) using Corollary 4 and Lemma 8 applied to suitable
blow-ups of X.
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Examples. (i) Let G = SL(2; C) act on X = P n via the nth symmetric power
G -+ GL(n + 1; C) of the standard representation of G on C 2 . Equivalently
we can identify P n with the space of unordered n-tuples of points in PI =
C u {oo} acted on by Mobius transformations. The semistable n-tuples are
those containing no point of PI strictly more than nl2 times; the stable ones
are those containing no point of PI at least nl2 times (cf. [8, §16]). We shall
assume that n is odd, so that X ss = X S •
Let T be the torus consisting of diagonal 2 x 2 matrices with entries e i8 ,
i8
e- . Then the fixed point set X T is {qo' ... , qn} where ql is the unordered
n-tuple consisting of points £ of which are 00 and the rest o. Hence
n

H;(XT; Q) ~ E9H*(BT; Q)
1=0

where H*(BT; Q) = Q[o:] is a polynomial algebra over Q with one generator
0: of degree 2. The Weyl group W is cyclic of order 2 and its generator sends
0: to -0:, so
H*(BG; Q) = [H*(BT; Q)]w = Q[0:2].
H*(Pn; Q) has one generator, e; say, of degree two, and we can regard 0: and
e; as generators of H~(P n ; Q) , subject to the relation
n

II(e; - 0:1 ) = 0
£=0

where 0: 0 , ... ,O:n are the weights of the representation G -+ GL(n + 1; C) ,
identified in the usual way with elements of H*(BT; Q). These weights are
no:, ... ,(n - 2£)0:, ... ,-no:,
so the relation is

[nj2]

II (e;2 - (n - 2£)20: 2) =

o.

£=0

The restriction map H*(Pn; Q)

-+

H;(XT; Q) is given by

2
2
2
2
0: 1--->(0: , ... ,0: , ... ,0:),
e;

I--->

(no:, ... , (n - 2£)0:, ... , -no:).

The stratification {SpiP E fB} is indexed by the set of weights of the representation G -+ GL(n + 1; C) lying in the positive Weyl chamber or, equivalently,
by integers k satisfying [n12] < k ~ n. The stratum Sk consists of all ntuples containing some point of PI precisely k times. Its closure Sk consists
of all n-tuples containing some point of PI at least k times and equals GYk
where Yk consists of all n-tuples containing the point at infinity in Plat least
k times. This is a nonsingular subvariety of P n ' which can be identified with
P n-k. In fact, Sk = G x B Yk where B is the Borel subgroup of G consisting
of upper triangular matrices.
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The action of T on the normal to Yk at any point ql belonging to Yk (i.e.,
such that l ~ k) has weights
2la, 2(l- l)a, ... ,2(l- k

+ l)a,

so the T -equivariant Euler class of the normal bundle to Yk restricted to the
point ql is (2 kll/(l - k)l)a k . Since Sk = G x B Yk and the weight of the
adjoint action of T on GIB is 2a, it follows (for example from consideration
of a resolution of the singularities of S p) that the restriction to H;( {ql} ; Q) of
the equivariant cohomology class [Sp] in H~(X; Q) is (2 k- 1ll/(l- k)l)a kAs
H~(Sk ; Q) ~ H;(Yk ; Q) ~ H* (BT; Q),

1•

the image in H;(XT; Q) of the kernel of the restriction map H~(X; Q)
H~(Xss; Q) is ffi[n/21<k~n im(Pk) where

---+

Pk: H*-2(k-l)(BT; Q)

E9

---+

H*(BT; Q)

O::;t~n

has lth component zero if n - k < l < k, multiplication by
(l-lll/(l - k)l)a k-

and

1

if l ~ k,

(( _2)k-l(n -l)l/(n - l - k)l)a k-

1

if l ::; n - k.

Note that a complete set of relations is given by the elements of H~(X; Q)
mapping to {Pk(l), Pk(a) I [nI2] < k ::; n} since a 2 E H~(X; Q).
From this the kernel of the restriction map can be worked out explicitly.
A general element of H~(X; Q) can be expressed as a polynomial p(l;, a 2)
in I; and a 2 with rational coefficients. This is mapped to the element of
H;(XT; Q) ~ ffiO<l<n H*(BT; Q) with lth coefficient p((n - 2l)a, a 2). Suppose that nl2 < k-::;-n and consider the polynomial
r(l;, a) =

~(

II

(I; + (n - 2i)a) -

n-k<i~n

II

(I; - (n - 2i)a)).

n-k<i~n

It is homogeneous of degree k in I; and a and it is odd with respect to a, so
we can write
r(1; , a) = ap(1; , a 2)

for some polynomial p(l;, a 2) in I; and a 2 . Since

II

n-k<i~n

it follows that

(I; - (n - 2i)a) =

II (I; + (n -

O~i<k

2

p((n - 2l)a, a )

=0

2j)a) ,
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if n - k < £ < k and that if £ 2:: k then
2

p((n - 2£)0,0 )

II

1 k-I
= "20

((n - 2l) - (n - 2i))

= (2 k-I £!/(£ - k )!)o k-I ,

n-k<i<5.n

while if £ < n - k then
2

p((n - 2l)0, 0 ) = ((-2)

k-I

(n -l)!/(n -£ - k)!)o

k-I

.

Therefore

[Sd = (

II

n-k<i<5.n

II

(C; + (n - 2i)0) -

(C; - (n - 2i)0») / 20

n-k<i<5.n

and by a similar argument the general element of the kernel of the restriction
map H~(X; Q) _ H~(XSS ; Q) is
q(C; ,0)

II (c; + (n -

2i)0) - q(C; ,-0)

n-k<i<5.n

II

(C; - (n - 2i)0») /0

n-k<i<5.n

for some nl2 < k :::; n and polynomial q in two variables with rational coefficients.
(ii) A closely related example is given by letting G = SL(2; C) act by Mobius
transformations on the space X = (PI)n of ordered n-tuples of points of PI'
Again the semistable n-tuples are those containing no point of PI strictly more
than nl2 times; the stable ones are those containing no point of PI at least
nl2 times (cf. [8, §16J). Again we shall assume that n is odd, so that X ss = X S •
As before let T be the torus consisting of diagonal 2 x 2 matrices with
entries e iO , e- iO • Then the fixed point set XT is {qR I R ~ {O, ... , n}}
where the jth component of qR is 00 if j E Rand 0 if j 'I. R. Hence
H;(XT; Q) ~

EB

R~{O,

H*(BT; Q).

... ,n}

H*((PI)n; Q) has n generators, C;I' ... ,C;n say, of degree two, and we can
regard 0 and C;I"" , C;n as generators of H~(P n ; Q), subject to the relations C;~ = 0 2 for 1 :::; j :::; n. The Rth component of the restriction map
H*((Plt; Q) - H;(XT; Q) maps 0 2 to itself and C;j to 0 if j E Rand
- 0 otherwise. The stratification {Sp I P E iO} corresponds exactly to the
stratification of P n described in the previous example under the identification of P n with the quotient of (PI)n by the obvious action of the symmetric
group I: n • It is indexed by the intersection with the positive Weyl chamber of
the set of weights of the nth tensor power G - GL(2n; C) of the standard
two-dimensional representation of G or, equivalently, by integers k satisfying
[nI2] < k :::; n. The connected components of the stratum Sk are indexed by
the subsets Q of {I, . .. , n} containing precisely k elements. The component SQ consists of all (XI' ... , xn) E (PI)n for which there is some point p
of PI such that Xj = P if and only if j E Q. Its closure SQ consists of all
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if j E Q; it is nonsingular and can be identified with p;-k+l. However, the
closure of the stratum Sk itself is singular; its singularities can be resolved
by successively blowing up the proper transforms of the subvarieties Sj with
j > k in decreasing order. The proper transform of Sk after these blow-ups is
a disjoint union of (Z) copies of p;-k+1 .
If Q has k > nl2 elements the action of T on the normal to SQ at any
point qR belonging to SQ (Le., such that R ;2 Q or {I, ... , n} - R ;2 Q)
has the same weight repeated k - 1 times, namely, 2a if R ;2 Q or -2a if
{I , . .. , n} - R ;2 Q. Therefore the T -equivariant Euler class of the normal
bundle to SQ restricted to the point qR is (±2)k-I a k-l. As SQ = G x B YQ
where B is the Borel subgroup of G consisting of upper triangular matrices
and YQ is the contractible subset of X consisting of all (XI' ... ,xn ) E (PI)n
such that Xj = 00 if and only if j E Q, we have

Therefore the image in H;(XT; Q) of the kernel of the restriction map
H~(X; Q) ---t H~(XSS ; Q) is

Q~{I,

EB

... , n}, card Q>[nj2]

im(pQ)

where if Q has k elements then
PQ: H*-2(k-I)(BT; Q)

---t

EB

H*(BT; Q)

R~{I , ... ,n}

has Rth component zero unless R ;2 Q or {I, ... , n} - R ;2 Q and multiplication by (±2)k-I a k-1 if R;2 Q or {I, ... , n} - R;2 Q.
As before, from this the kernel of the restriction map

can be worked out explicitly. It consists of all elements of H~(X; Q) of the
form

(q(~, a) II (~i + a) - q(~, -a) II (~i IEQ

a)) / 2a

IEQ

for some Q ~ {I , . .. , n} and some polynomial q in two variables with rational coefficients.
The results of the first example can be obtained from this one by noting that
the rational cohomology of the quotient of a manifold Y by the action of the
symmetric group ~n is the ~-invariant part of H*(Y; Q).
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